
Phonics Workshop Grade:  1
Unit 1: Talking and Thinking About Letters

Unit Description:  Talking and Thinking About Letters
This unit has big goals.  First, the unit aims to provide cumulative review and reinforcement for key concepts in phonics that students
encountered in kindergarten.  In doing so, you will have an opportunity to assess your students’ grasp of that content.  At the same time,
the unit helps you to build a community of children who are interested in how letters and sounds, syllables, and word parts work.

The unit moves very quickly, as one might expect of a review, and it touches on all the most important phonics concepts from
kindergarten:  letter names and sounds, short vowels in CVC words, phonograms, blends, and digraphs, and a short list of
approximately fifty high-frequency and high-utility words.  These topics are widely taught in kindergarten, so chances are good that
whether or not your students were taught the Units of Study in Phonics, they will probably have been taught similar things.  This review
will help you to take note of gaps in children’s knowledge and skills so that you can immediately begin the small-group work necessary
to address those gaps.  That small-group work is supported in the book, Small Groups to Support Phonics.

There are three bends to this unit.  The first is a name study, the second, a review of high-frequency words, and the third, a review of
phonograms.  Because this is the first unit in your yearlong phonics curriculum, you’ll be inducting kids into ways of working that will
last across the year.  For this work to be active and interactive, your youngsters will always be sitting in and working with partnerships
and/or small groups.  For this first unit, your only consideration in forming your rug clubs will be an effort to distribute first names with
various features so that, for example, on the day the class studies blends and digraphs, as many clubs as possible have a club member
whose name contains those features.  This may mean that the partnerships that children are in during reading and writing time do not
crisscross to phonics time and that their rug spots are not the same during phonics time as they are at other times of the day.

First and foremost, we strongly urge you to choose a stuffed animal mascot who will accompany your phonics teaching throughout the
year.   Such a mascot can make your phonics workshop beloved by your students, and that matters tremendously.  You’ll see that
whiteboards play a big role in this unit and in the units that follow.  Take the time to establish a routine for distributing whiteboards-
perhaps asking the child at the end of each row of kids to get the whiteboards for his or her row, making sure the boards have erasers
and markers attached to them.  This unit features a wall that first serves as both a name and a word wall.  Add words or names as the
unit unfolds.  Please do not display a word or name before the moment in the unit arrives when there is drumroll around adding to the
display.  The first words on the wall will be children’s names.  That matters, since it teaches kids that this wall is filled with really
important words.  You want to convey that this wall is a place for words kids know by heart.  Before long, you’ll start removing some



words from the word wall, saying, “You know these already, and we need to make space for new words.”  Presumably you’ll remove
names at that time.  At that time also, you may move the names to a different prominent spot on a bulletin board, this time using the
names to celebrate kids’ work.  Under each name, you could publish that child’s writing.  Many teachers post the child’s newest piece of
writing on top of the early ones, so the bulletin board shows each child’s progression of writing development.

NJ Student Learning  Standards

Language
L.1.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
A. Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
B. Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
C. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop).
D. Use personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
E. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.gYesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).
F. Use frequently occurring adjectives.
G. Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
H. Use determiners (e.g., articles, demonstratives).
I. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward).
J. Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to
prompts.
L.1.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Capitalize dates and names of people.
B. Use end punctuation for sentences.
C. Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
D. Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
E. Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.
A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use frequently occurring affixes and inflection (e.g., -ed, -s, - ing, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, - less) as a clue to the meaning of a word.
C. Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).
L.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships and nuances in
word meanings.



A. Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
B. Define words by category and by one or more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes).
C. Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that are cozy).
D. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing
in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them or by acting out the meanings.
L.1.6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using
frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
Reading Foundation Skills
RF.1.1. Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
A. Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., first word, capitalization, ending punctuation).
RF.1.2. Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a
vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
A. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
B. Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
C. Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
D. Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).
RF.1.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
A. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that represent one sound).
B. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
C. Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
D. Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
E. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables using knowledge that every syllable must
have a vowel sound.
RF.1.4. Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.
Reading Informational Text
RI.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI.1.2. Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
RI.1.3. Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
RI.1.4. Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.



RI.1.5. Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents, glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or
information in a text.
RI.1.6. Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided by the words in a text.
RI.1.7. Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
RI.1.10. With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above.
Reading Literature Text
RL.1.10. With prompting and support, read and comprehend stories and poetry at grade level text complexity or above.
Speaking and Listening
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion.
SL.1.2. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3. Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not
understood.
SL.1.6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Writing
W.1.1. Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason
for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of
closure.
W.1.3. Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what
happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-reflection,
and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
ELL Standards

http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u1.pdf


Enduring Understandings/Goals Essential Questions
Students will understand that…
❏ Names can help us learn about how letters and sounds,

syllables and word parts work.
❏ Learning snap words can help us read and write well.
❏ Word parts are powerful and help us make other words.

❏ How do names help us learn about how words work?
❏ How do snap words help us learn how to read and write

well?
❏ How do word parts help us learn how to read and write

well?

Professional Resources Evidence of Learning (Assessments)
● A Guide to the Phonics Units of Study - K-1 by Lucy Calkins & Natalie

Louis
● Talking and Thinking about Letters - by Lucy Calkins & Natalie Louis
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Units of Study Online Resources
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website

Phonics Assessment Timeline
● Snap Words
● Developmental Spelling
● Teachers College Running Records
● TCRWP Grade 1 Writing On Demand Assessment

Suggestions for Differentiation Mentor Texts

● Assessment If/Then Guide
● Cumulative Review Lessons
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Project Read Manuals & Resources
● Integrated accommodations and modifications for special

education students, English language learners,  students at
risk of school failure, gifted and talented students and
students with 504 plans

● “Hickety Pickety Bumble Bee”
● “Make New Friends”
● “Making a Smoothie”
● “Old MacDonald Had a Farm”
● Sledding
● The Fat Rat
● “The Name Game”
● “Where Is?”
● “Willoughby Wallaby Woo”
● “Who Stole the Cookies?”

http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HrXup_OOa3K7_arAiDPywVK_YFi7WGggbfwRXAdzVsU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Z7UgCNoV_QWf0W7fULcOwbd_sQwh-xlQ?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oGJlS6AOYSGg_7-6q2pp8kSWJTx8aLqV?usp=sharing
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nn2nySBRY1Lu3rdcILNsd3DJ1iAG903I/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J92k7Dn51hm5Y2zNUwV2bbcjMRBA4AkN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1McBvImyy0J1zWUImkXqHDUTXTGPnTAHH/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing


Interdisciplinary Connections Technology Integration
 ●  Doing the Math- Finding Word Wall Words with the Same Number
 of Letters
 ●  Engage in Name Songs to Help Kids Learn Each Other’s Names
 ●  Interactive Writing: Co-Create Charts Outlining New Skills & Edit
 Writing Pieces
 ● Independent Reading & Writing
 ●  Partner Reading & Writing

● Shared Reading Experiences: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics
Explored in Social Studies, Science, The Arts, and Mathematics

 ● Word Hunts: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in
Social Studies, Science, The Arts, and Mathematics

 

● Google Slides Digital Blending Board Templates
● Google Slides Digital Sound Cards
● Snap Word Review Games

Media Literacy Integration
Global Perspectives

● Use multiple forms of print media (including books,
illustrations/photographs/artwork, video clips, commercials, podcasts,
audiobooks, newspapers, magazines & signs)

● Using Environmental Print as a Spelling Resource
● Practice Reading Skills

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

21st Century Themes (as applies to content area): Integration of 21st Century Skills

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Bend Teaching Points
Bend I: Studying Names
to Learn About Phonics
Session 1: We Study Words to Learn to
Read and Write (Part 1)

Part I: We Study Words to Learn to Read and Write (Unit 1, pg. 2)
Connection: Open the unit by reminding kids that they’ve already learned a lot about letters and
words.  Summarize their development from when letters were squiggles until now.

TP: Today I want to teach you that readers and writers walk through the world with special eyes
and special ears.  You not only see words all around you, you also see and hear letters and sounds in
those words.  Sometimes you can study those words to learn all you can about how words work.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zfb7czztyw9ZOMLYd8lbSZTPzABQSJd2?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QblkwgbK61fkDOiIDJC88gf1IoTdjVvi?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d1eI0QHd3k-Zrv2294bOlEtrxk5gKeVY?usp=sharing


Session 1: We Study Words to Learn to
Read and Write  (Part 2)

~ How to Study a Word
1. Read It
2. Clap the Syllables
3. Name the Letters
4. Use the First Letter Sound to Make More Words

Active Engagement/Link:
● Invite students to notice more labels and then follow the steps of How to Study a Word for

each label.
● Recap, stressing that the class has eyes and ears to study, not just glance at words.  Invite

kids to walk through their lives, noticing words.

Part II: We Study Words to Learn to Read and Write…. (Unit 1, pg. 5)

Rug Time: Point out that the classroom is well labeled.  Channel partners to leave the meeting area
in pairs, finding and studying selected labels, following the steps of  How To Study a Word.
~ How to Study a Word

1. Read It
2. Clap the Syllables
3. Name the Letters
4. Use the First Letter Sound to Make More Words

Share: Recognize that your readers are seeing the world through the eyes of one who reads and
writes.

Extension 2: Revisit Name Games and Songs to Help Kids Learn Each Other’s Names (Unit 1, pg.
7)

● Where is…?
● The Name Game
● Hickety, Pickety, Bumble Bee
● Who Stole the Cookies?



Session 2:  How to Study Names and All
Words (Part I)

Session 2:  How to Study Names and All
Words (Part 2)

Extension 3:  Reading the Room (Unit 1, pg. 8)

Extension 4:  Letter and Sound Identification Review (Unit 1, pg. 8)

Part I: How to Study Names and All Words (Unit 1, pg. 9)
Connection:  As children gather, channel them into partnerships, and then clubs.  Recall that they
learned to look at words with special eyes noticing letters.

● Introduce the Name Study & The Class Mascot
● Invite children to tell each other a story of their names.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you study a name or any word, it can teach you so much
about how letters and sounds work.  Don’t just glance at names, but really study them!
~ How to Study a Name

1. Read It
2. Clap, Stomp & Snap the Syllables
3. Name the Letters
4. Use the Sounds
5. Notice the Vowels
6. Notice the Blends & Digraphs

Active Engagement/Link:
● Ask students to talk about what they noticed you doing to study a name.

Part II: How to Study Names and All Words…. (Unit 1, pg. 13)

Rug Time: Invite each rug club to study a name following the steps of  How To Study a Name.
~ How to Study a Name

1. Read It
2. Clap, Stomp & Snap the Syllables



Session 3:  Forming Letters, Starting
with Our Mascot’s Name (Part I)

Session 3:  Forming Letters, Starting
with Our Mascot’s Name (Part 2)

3. Name the Letters
4. Use the Sounds
5. Notice the Vowels
6. Notice the Blends & Digraphs

Share: Start a ritual of adding names to the Word Wall.
● Add names that were studied in rug clubs.

Extension 1: Using Environmental Print as a Spelling Resource (Unit 1, pg. 14)
● Ask students to reread their writing and find words that might be misspelled.

Part I: Forming Letters, Starting with our Mascot’s Name (Unit 1, pg. 16)
Connection: Remind students that in kindergarten, they learned to write the letters in their name.
Suggest that this year, they’ll learn to write all of the letters super fast.

TP: Today I want to teach you that it’s not just important to know the letters in your name and in
the names of people you love, it’s also important to know how to write your name and the names of
the people you love quickly!
~ How to Write a Name Quickly

1. Trace It
2. Sky Write It
3. Write It

Active Engagement/Link:
● Invite students to practice writing their names on whiteboards.

Part II: Forming Letters, Starting with our Mascot’s Name (Unit 1, pg. 18)

Rug Time: Students will trade name tags with rug club members and follow the steps to learn How
to Write a Name Quickly.



Session 4:  Expert Talk about the
Spellings of Our Names (Part I)

Session 4:  Expert Talk about the
Spellings of Our Names (Part 2)

~ How to Write a Name Quickly
1. Trace It
2. Sky Write It
3. Write It

Share: Remind writers to continue writing their names across the day.  Give a name map to each
child.

Extension 2: Collect the Names of People (and Pets) You Love (Unit 1, pg. 19)
● Prepare a blank autograph book and letter formation chart for each student.

Part I: Expert Talk about the Spellings of Our Names (Unit 1, pg. 20)
Connection: Tell students that when you are an expert on something, your expertise helps you to see
more.

TP: Today I want to teach you as readers and writers become more expert, they zoom in on words,
noticing, saying and thinking more about what they see.  They can study a word closely, as if they
are a professor of phonics.
~How to Become a Word Expert

1. Zoom In
2. Notice More
3. Say More
4. Think More

*Zoom in Window Tool
Active Engagement/Link:

● Set up students to study a name together in their rug clubs.
○ Pointer Tools

Part II: Expert Talk about the Spellings of Our Names…. (Unit 1, pg. 23)

Rug Time: Invite children to study the names of other kids in rug clubs by following the steps of
How to Become a Word Expert.
How to Become a Word Expert



Session 5:  Studying Short Vowel Power
in Names (Part I)

Session 5:  Studying Short Vowel Power
in Names (Part 2)

1. Zoom In
2. Notice More
3. Say More
4. Think More

*Zoom in Window Tool

Share: Adding New Names to the Word Wall

Extension 1: Studying Our Spellings (Unit 1, pg. 24)
● Ask students to record a dictated sentence, then to compare their spellings and discuss

surprises.

Part I: Studying Short Vowel Power in Names (Unit 1, pg. 26)
Connection: Share a short vowel chart with students to remind them to reactivate their “short
vowel power.”

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you study a name, you can find the vowel (or the vowels)
and to listen closely to the sound, asking, “Is this a short vowel?”
~How to Study Short Vowels in a Name

1. Read the Name
2. Study It Closely
3. Look for Vowels
4. Think About the Vowel Sound

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set up rug clubs to study the vowels in a second name by following the steps of How to Study

Short Vowels in a Name.

Part II: Studying Short Vowel Power in Names (Unit 1, pg. 29)



Session 6:  Studying Blends and
Digraphs in Names (Part I)

Rug Time: Set kids up to study another clubmate’s name and compare it with names already
studied as well as character names from books.

Share: Add Names to the Word Wall and channel students to read through the word wall names,
checking for short vowels.

Extension 1:  “Old MacDonald Had a Farm” - A Short Vowel Farm (Unit 1, pg. 30)
● Invite children to focus on short vowels as they sing.

Extension 2:  Reviewing Short Vowels (Unit 1, pg. 31)
1. Play “The Robot Game”
● Teacher says a word
● Students translate word into robot language
2. Sort picture cards by short vowel sound

Part I: Studying Blends and Digraphs in Names (Unit 1, pg. 33)
Connection: Create a drama around the idea that parts of many of the names on the word wall are
missing.  Set kids up to figure out which parts are missing (the blends and digraphs) and use this to
champion the importance of those parts.

TP: Today I want to teach you that it would be crazy, it would be all wrong, to study names and not
pay attention to the blends and digraphs in those names, because if they were eaten up, the names
would be very hard to read!
~ How to Study Blends and Digraphs in a Name

1. Read the Name
2. Study It Closely
3. Look for Blends & Digraphs

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set up partners to follow the steps of How to Study Blends and Digraphs in a Name.



Session 6:  Studying Blends and
Digraphs in Names (Part 2)

Session 7:  Studying More Digraphs in
Names (Part 1)

Part II: Studying Blends and Digraphs in Names (Unit 1, pg. 36)

Rug Time: Set up kids to study another clubmate’s name by following the steps of How to Study
Blends and Digraphs in a Name.
~ How to Study Blends and Digraphs in a Name

1. Read the Name
2. Study It Closely
3. Look for Blends & Digraphs

Share: Add new names to the word wall with a confetti cheer.  Channel kids to reread their writing,
looking for blends and digraphs they’ve used or could add by editing.

Extension 1: Filling in Missing Blends and Digraphs (Unit 1, pg. 37)
● Explain that the mascot may have eaten more blends and digraphs and recruit the class to

help you replace them.

Extension 2:  Highlighting Digraphs (Unit 1, pg. 38)
● Recruit the class to make charts and tools and songs to support digraphs.

Part I: Studying More Digraphs in Names (Unit 1, pg. 40)
Connection:  Remind kids that when some letters are slid alongside each other, they transform as if
by magic into digraphs and make entirely new sounds.

TP: Today I want to teach you that letters can work together to make new sounds. You can look out
for these letters and sounds to help you read and spell tough words.
~ How to Look out for Digraphs

1. Study the Word
2. Look for ch, sh, th & wh



Session 7:  Studying More Digraphs in
Names (Part 2)

Session 8:  Comparing and Contrasting
Names to Grow Theories about Phonics
(Part 1)

3. Use the Digraph Sound to Read or Spell the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Rally students to practice their digraphs by reading a riddle that their mascot wrote for

them.

Part II: Studying More Digraphs in Names (Unit 1, pg. 43)

Rug Time: Distribute copies of a second grade riddle to rug clubs and channel them to read it, using
digraphs to solve and check their reading.

Share: Noticing the Way Words are Spelled Everywhere (Street Signs, Shops & Books)

Extension 2:  Sing the “Blend Song” (Unit 1, pg. 45)
● Invite students to sing a song using blends, then to write their own verses using other blends.

Part I: Comparing and Contrasting Names to Grow Theories about Phonics (Unit 1, pg. 46)
Connection: Let your students know that on this last day of the first part of the unit, you realize
that what you most need to teach them is why noticing words really matters so much.

TP: Today I want to teach you that the reason it’s important to notice letters and sounds in words is
that if you learn to look at words with your brain turned on, you start to see patterns.   You can
start to make a little rule in your mind about how words often work.  Then you can find words that
fit with that rule and words that don’t.  You can use these rules to help you read and write.
~How to Grow A Theory About Phonics

1. Study Words
2. Notice Patterns
3. Create a Rule
4. Find Words That Fit With Your Rule & Words That Don’t



Session 8:  Comparing and Contrasting
Names to Grow Theories about Phonics
(Part 2)

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set up students to study Cinderella & Cookie Monster and to follow the steps to Grow a

Theory About Phonics.

Part II: Comparing and Contrasting Names to Grow Theories about Phonics (Unit 1, pg. 48)

Rug Time: Set up students to study more words in the room- their names or labels around the
room- to the names of the two characters and to follow the steps to Grow a Theory About Phonics.
~How to Grow A Theory About Phonics

1. Study Words
2. Notice Patterns
3. Create a Rule
4. Find Words That Fit With Your Rule & Words That Don’t

Share:  Set up partners to teach each other something about the words they studied.



Bend II:  Studying
High-Frequency Words
to Learn about Phonics

Session 9:  Looking Closely at Snap
Words (Part 1)

Session 9:  Looking Closely at Snap
Words (Part 2)

Part I: Looking Closely at Snap Words (Unit 1, pg. 54)
Connection:  Remind kids that they know some words by heart- and suggest that those words, like
names, are worth studying closely.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when readers know a word by heart, they can study that word
closely, noticing how it is spelled.  They can let that word teach them something about how words
work.
~ How to Study a Word

1. Read It
2. Clap, Stomp & Snap the Syllables
3. Name the Letters
4. Use the Sounds
5. Notice the Vowels
6. Notice the Blends & Digraphs

Active Engagement/Link:
● Recruit the kids to join you in studying a snap word they especially love.
● Remind kids that they can study any word the way they study names.

Part II: Looking Closely at Snap Words (Unit 1, pg. 57)

Rug Time:  Set up partnerships to study other snap words and to follow the steps of How to Study a
Word.
~ How to Study a Word

1. Read It
2. Clap, Stomp & Snap the Syllables
3. Name the Letters
4. Use the Sounds
5. Notice the Vowels
6. Notice the Blends & Digraphs



Session 10:  Sorting Snap Words (Part 1)

Session 10:  Sorting Snap Words (Part 2)

Share: Partnerships teach each other about words.

Extension 1:  Reading the Word Wall Words as a Monster, a Mouse, a Secret, or a Witch
(Unit 1, pg. 58)

● Involve students in rereading the word wall in different ways.

Part I: Sorting Snap Words (Unit 1, pg. 59)
Connection:  Reinforce your students’ familiarity with the initial group of high-frequency words,
and remind them how to study these words.

TP: Today I want to teach you to think, “All these words are similar in this way…” Even just
noticing words start the same or end the same can be interesting.  If they start (or end) with the
same letter, do they sound the same? If not, can you figure out what’s going on?
~How to Sort Snap Words

1. Choose a Word
2. Think, “Is there another word that is like this word in some way?”
3. Find Other Words That are Like These Words

Active Engagement/Link:
● Continue to discover patterns among snap words, this time sorting words that end the same

way.

Part II: Sorting Snap Words (Unit 1, pg. 62)

Rug Time: Find a fun way to give students yet more high-frequency words to review and to follow
the steps of How to Sort Snap Words.
~How to Sort Snap Words

1. Choose a Word
2. Think, “Is there another word that is like this word in some way?”
3. Find Other Words That are Like These Words



Session 11:  Studying Snap Words with
the Vowel O (Part 1)

Share: Recruit partners to show their word sorts with other partnerships and explain why words
are similar or different.

Extension 1: Practicing Snap Words during Shared Reading (Unit 1, pg. 63)
● Invite children to find and read more snap words in a shared text.

Extension 2: Practicing Snap Words during Partner Reading (Unit 1, pg. 63)
● Invite partnerships to find and read more snap words in their just-right books.

Extension 3:  Studying Short Vowels in Snap Words (Unit 1, pg. 64)
● Remind children to activate their short-vowel power.

Part I: Studying Snap Words with the Vowel O (Unit 1, pg. 65)
Connection: Share your disbelief that kids are not pausing to marvel at the word wall on their own.
Then, give kids a second chance, inviting them to reenter the classroom, this time stopping to study
words.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you are studying words, you can discover how words often
work.  You can notice the way a word is spelled and think, “Is this how other words work too?”
You can look for ways words are the same or different.
~How to Study the Spelling of a Word

1. Choose a Word
2. Notice How the Word is Spelled
3. Think, “Are there other words spelled like this word?”

Active Engagement/Link:
● Invite partners to work together to study the list of snap words and discover patterns.



Session 11:  Studying Snap Words with
the Vowel O (Part 2)

Session 12:  Learning New Snap Words
(Part 1)

Part II: Studying Snap Words with the Vowel O (Unit 1, pg. 67)

Rug Time: Distribute a pouch of snap words, all containing the letter O, to each partnership.
Challenge partners to study the words to discover similarities, sorting them. Prompt partners to
study the different sounds O can make.

Share:  Direct students to read a few pages of a shared reading text, on the lookout for O words.
When they find those words, consider which category they fit under.

Extension 1: Playing “I Spy” with the Word Wall (Unit 1, pg. 69)
● Rally children to play “I Spy.”  Demonstrate by giving clues for a word wall word and

asking kids to guess the word.   Then invite kids to be the spy and give clues for their own
secret words.

Part I: Learning New Snap Words (Unit 1, pg. 71)
Connection: To draw students into practicing their snap words, use a flashlight to highlight certain
words, recruiting kids to take a turn with the flashlight and lead the class in singing snap words.

TP: Today I want to teach you that you can turn any word into a snap word.  Then you can read
and write that word in a snap!
~ Make it a Snap Word!

1. Read it!
2. Study it!
3. Spell it!
4. Cover, write, and check it!
5. Use it!

Active Engagement/Link:
● Recruit the class to learn another new snap word, again going through the steps.  Coach as

they do this work with a partner.



Session 12:  Learning New Snap Words
(Part 2)

Session 13:  Using Snap Words to Write
(Part 1)

Part II: Learning New Snap Words (Unit 1, pg. 76)

Rug Time:  Channel partners to work together to turn new words into snap words. Voice over the
steps to making a new word a snap word and coach partnerships as students do this work.
~ Make it a Snap Word!

1. Read it!
2. Study it!
3. Spell it!
4. Cover, write, and check it!
5. Use it!

Share: Adding New Snap Words to the Word Wall and Encourage Students to Use the Word Wall
When Writing Snap Words

Extension 1:  Play “Dribble, Dribble, Shoot” (Unit 1, pg. 77)
● Invite children to practice spelling the six new snap words from this session by playing an

imaginary basketball game.

Extension 2:  Play “Snap Word Bingo” (Unit 1, pg. 78)
● Encourage children to practice today’s snap words and a few from the word wall by playing

bingo.

Part I: Using Snap Words to Write (Unit 1, pg. 79)
Connection: Remind students that snap words are not just meant to be studied- they are meant to
be used!

TP: Today I want to teach you that writers don’t just marvel at words, they use them! Writers
think about the snap words when they write!

~Writers use Snap Words to Write



Session 13:  Using Snap Words to Write
(Part 2)

Session 14:  Using Everything You Know
about Words, Letters and Sounds to
Write (Part 1)

1. Find the Snap Word on the Word Wall
2. Study the Spelling of the Word
3. Write the Word
4. Check the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Channel students to use a combination of word wall words and invented spellings to

continue the letter that you and the class had begun.  Meanwhile you’ll also continue
writing the letter on chart paper.

Part II: Using Snap Words to Write (Unit 1, pg. 82)

Rug Time:  Channel writers to check that they spelled their snap words right in recent pieces of
writing.  Remind them that to correct a snap word, one studies the word on the word wall, takes a
mental picture, and writes the word all over again, start to finish.

Share: Invite students to play a game to keep track of snap words they’ve learned.  Direct them to
write snap words on whiteboards and use the words as their “snap word names” as they circulate
among their classmates.

Extension 2: Learning More Snap Words to Reinforce Short Vowels (Unit 1, pg. 84)
● but, let, run, us, and yes
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Extension 3:  Word Wall Practice:  Speed Writing (Unit 1, pg. 86)
● Recruit children to write snap words, writing with speed but forming letters correctly.

Part I: Using Everything You Know about Words, Letters, and Sounds to Write (Unit 1, pg. 87)
Connection: Interview the students on the important phonics principles they have been studying.

TP: Today I want to teach you that it isn’t enough to know a ton about words and letters and



Session 14:  Using Everything You Know
about Words, Letters and Sounds to
Write (Part 2)

sounds.  What really matters is that you use everything you’ve learned to read and write well.
~How to Write Well

1. Think of an Idea
2. Write It
3. Stop & Check for Snap Words

Active Engagement/Link:
● Support students as they use their phonics knowledge to help them write the next sentence in

the story.  Remind students of the various strategies they might use to write each word.

Part II: Using Everything You Know about Words, Letters, and Sounds to Write(Unit 1, pg. 90)

Rug Time:  Ask students to transfer these skills to their own independent writing, adding another
sentence to their own Small Moment pieces.

Share: Debrief for students how they applied their phonics knowledge to the writing process.
Remind them that this knowledge does not live in phonics time, but it travels with them whenever
they read and write.



Bend III:  Use Snap
Words and Word Parts to
Make and Read More
New Words

Session 15:  Power Words Help Writers
Make a Zillion New Words!  (Part 1)

Session 15:  Power Words Help Writers
Make a Zillion New Words!  (Part 2)

Part I: Power Words Help Writers Make a Zillion New Words! (Unit 1, pg. 94)
Connection: Explain to kids that their word wall is a source of more power than they may realize.
Take one small VC word and tell kids you are going to show them how much power lies in that one
word.

TP: Today I want to teach you that there are power words on our word wall.  So, when you know
these powerful words, not only do you know how to make that word, you also know that you can
use that power to make a zillion other words.
~How to Use Power Words

1. Write the Power Word
2. Add/Erase a letter(s)
3. Read the New Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Channel students to record another VC word.  Assign partner roles as teacher and student.

Ask the teacher partner roles to coach student partners to add and take away initial
consonants, making new words from the initial word.

Part II: Power Words Help Writers Make a Zillion New Words! (Unit 1, pg. 96)

Rug Time:  Set up kids to continue making words, this time with more independence using the steps
for How to Use Power Words.
~How to Use Power Words

1. Write the Power Word
2. Add/Erase a letter(s)
3. Read the New Word



Session 16:  Making Even More Words
From Snap Words (Part 1)

Session 16:  Making Even More Words
From Snap Words (Part 2)

Share: Help children see that they can learn something new about familiar words by using them in
new ways.

Extension 1: Snap Word Cousins Make it Easier to Read a Text (Unit 1, pg. 97)
Channel rug clubs to do a shared reading of “The Fat Rat” and notice that words related to snap
words make it easier to read the text.

Part I: Making Even More Words From Snap Words (Unit 1, pg. 99)
Connection:  Remind students that yesterday they learned they can make new words from some
power snap words.  Channel them to locate a few snap words like that.

TP: Today I want to teach you that you can find your own words that have the power to help you
spell lots and lots of words.  Just take a word and play around with the start of it.  See if that one
word helps you say and spell other words.
~How to Find a Power Word

1. Choose a Word Wall Word
2. Try to Make Another Word with It
3. Decide if it is a Power Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Rally students to try this work on their own. Suggest they work with the word will to see how

it helps them say and spell other words.

Part II: Making Even More Words From Snap Words(Unit 1, pg. 101)

Rug Time:  Encourage partners to continue this work to find their own power words by following
the steps of How to Find a Power Word.
~How to Find a Power Word

1. Choose a Word Wall Word
2. Try to Make Another Word with It



Session 17:  Making More New Words
Using Blends and Digraphs (Part 1)

Session 17:  Making More New Words
Using Blends and Digraphs (Part 2)

3. Decide if it is a Power Word
Share: Invite children to use word power on their own writing to fix up their spelling.

Extension 2: Doing the Math:  Finding Word Wall Words with the Same Number of Letters
(Unit 1, pg. 102)
Say a number and instruct kids to find words on the word wall with the same number of letters.

Part I: Making More New Words Using Blends and Digraphs (Unit 1, pg. 104)
Connection:  Explain to writers that they can make new words not only by adding one letter to the
front of a snap word, but also by adding a blend or a digraph.

TP: Today I want to teach you that you can add blends, not just single letters, to the front of your
power snap words and vroom vroom out come even more new words.
~How to Make New Words

1. Choose a Blend
2. Say the Blend
3. Add the Blend to a Snap Word
4. Read the New Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Suggest that combining blends and snap words (or parts of them) helps writing, as well as

reading.
● Create a message that includes blends and digraphs.

Part II: Making More New Words Using Blends and Digraphs (Unit 1, pg. 107)

Rug Time:  Channel kids to practice using what you have taught. Ask them to read “Making a
Smoothie”, a poem that contains lots of snap words and words with blends and digraphs.

Share:  Tell students that you are going to send each of them home with a copy of the poem and ask
them to talk about who they will read it (and practice blending) with tonight.



Session 18:  Bringing All You Know to
Read and Write Long, Complicated
Words (Part 1)

Session 18:  Bringing All You Know to
Read and Write Long, Complicated
Words (Part 2)

Extension 1:  Spelling with Blends (Unit 1, pg. 108)
● Instruct partners to use their blends chart to find a blend to use with the word him.

Extension 2: “Word Magic” Game Using Blends (Unit 1, pg. 109)
● Let students know you want to play a word game with them and explain how to play “Word

Magic” using blends. Play a few rounds of the game.

Part I: Brining All You Know to Read and Write Long, Complicated Words (Unit 1, pg. 110)
Connection:  Reintroduce the class name chart and get children to start thinking about what they
learned from studying names.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you know more about letters and sounds, words and word
parts, you read everything differently, because you bring all you know to whatever you read.
~How to Study a Word Like an Expert

1. Read the Word
2. Study the Word
3. Look for a Snap Word
4. Make New Words with the Snap Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Rally children to try this work with their own names- to make up everything they see and to

make new words using parts of their names.

Part II: Bringing All You Know to Read and Write Long, Complicated Words(Unit 1, pg. 112)

Rug Time: Tell children they can see more in any word, not just in their names. They can see snap
words in a word- and try making new words with those snap words.

Share: Encourage children to fix the spelling of long, hard words in their own writing by referring
to the word wall and using all they’ve learned about how words go.



Session 19:  Tackling Super-Hard Words
to Read, Read, Read (Part 1)

Session 19:  Tackling Super-Hard Words
to Read, Read, Read (Part 2)

Extension 2: Snap Word Hunt in Book Baggies (Unit 1, pg. 113)
● Students will look for more word wall words in the books found in their book baggies.

Part I: Tackling Super-Hard Words to Read, Read, Read (Unit 1, pg. 114)
Connection: Build up excitement for “graduation” from this unit, congratulating kids on how much
they’ve learned.

TP: Today I want to teach you that everything you know about letters, sounds and word parts gives
you power.  You can use everything you know to tackle super-hard words...and that lets you read,
read, read.
~How to Use Word Power to Tackle Words

1. Study the Word
2. Think About the Letters, Sounds, and Word Parts You Know
3. Read the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Ask children to open their “diplomas” and start solving their super-hard words.

Part II: Tackling Super-Hard Words to Read, Read, Read (Unit 1, pg. 115)

Rug Time: Invite students to use all their word power to read One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue
Fish through shared reading.

Share: Celebrate children’s hard work and everything they’ve learned in this unit. Give each
partnership a new book to read so they can use their word power.

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Sequence letters that make up words.
● Use names to learn about words and to make connections to words.
● Use one’s name to learn about words and to make connections to other words.



● Hear, say, and clap syllables.
● Hear and generate rhyming words.
● Change the beginning phoneme to make a new word.
● Segment and blend phonemes in words.
● Isolate the initial and medial phoneme in words.
● Hear and divide onsets and rimes.
● Change the consonant cluster onset and replace it with a different consonant cluster onset to form a new word.
● Segment and blend onsets and rimes.
● Delete and change the onset to make new words with the same rime.
● Hear and connect rhyming words.
● Name the letters to spell words.
● Recognize andname letters in the environment.
● Recognize and talk about the sequence of letters in words.
● Use efficient and consistent motions to form letters.
● Recognize and talk about the fact that letters can be consonants or vowels.
● Notice upper- and lowercase letters.
● Identify the letters in blends and digraphs (sh, ch, th, wh).
● Use known words to help spell an unknown word.
● Write sentences using knowledge or phonics principles and conventions.
● Use knowledge of blends, digraphs, short vowels, and high-frequency words to write and read.
● Use similarities between high-frequency words to learn more about how words work.
● Use phonograms to help spelland read a word.
● Use knowledge of blends, digraphs, word parts, and short vowels to fix up  spelling.
● Hear, say, and identify vowels, especially short vowels.
● Recognize anduse short vowel sounds in the beginning and middle of words.
● High-frequency words: say them, spell them, learn about letters and sounds.
● Develop strategies for learning high-frequency words.
● Locate and read high-frequency words in continuous text.
● Notice and use knowledge of high-frequency words before, during, and after writing a text.
● Use high-frequency words (VC,CVC) to make and learn new words.



Phonics Workshop Grade: 1
Unit 2: The Mystery of the Silent e

Unit Description:  The Mystery of the Silent e
Get your magnifying glass ready, pull out your little notebook, grab a bag for collecting evidence, and while you’re at it, go ahead and
throw on a trench coat, because this unit is all about being a detective, but specifically a word detective.  On the very first day of this
unit, you’ll challenge children to use phonics workshop as a place to study words closely like a piece of evidence, wonder about them,
and make discoveries to understand how language works.  This unit follows a systematic progression of phonics skills, but first know
that underlying everything you teach is this message:  words can sometimes be a little daunting, but when you approach words with a
sense of curiosity and fun, there is so much to learn.

In Bend I, you’ll ask kids to take on the role of being a word detective and on the very first day ask them to study a word that someone
had trouble with in reading workshop.  This launches your detectives into an investigation that will carry them across the next eight
days of work.  In the first bend, this investigation will focus entirely on CVCe words with the vowel A.  Across the first bend, you’ll
also introduce a new set of high frequency words.  The first bend ends with another message from the SSDA warning your students that
silent E is “on the run” and may be found at the end of words with other vowels, not just words with the vowel A.

Bend II takes this theory and asks your detectives to test it out by investigating CVCe words with a different vowel each day.  In each
case, you’ll ask students to keep their eyes open for evidence that fits the theory, collecting words all through their day and posting them
in the classroom for others to see.  The second bend ends with a brief introduction to the concept of vowel teams, a topic you will return
to in depth in Word Builders:  Using Vowel Teams to Build Big Words, Unit 4 of the first-grade phonics series.

In Bend III, the focus will then shift to looking closely at words and parts of words to strengthen students’ ability to decode difficult
words in text by breaking them into parts and putting those parts back together.  We know from Marie Clay’s work that it is hard to
learn a concept that is completely novel.  Instead it is much easier if we can make any sort of link to previous learning.  We try to help
children build these links across this bend in a couple ways.  First, each day’s learning is connected to a snap word children know.  We
study the word, notice the feature or strategy that word lends itself to, for example the three-letter blend in the word three, and then
highlight that feature on the word wall so the snap word can act as an anchor for learning.  We take this one step further by also
attaching these same snap words to a corresponding bullet on our reading chart so that every time children refer to the chart during



reading workshop they’ll also be reminded of the phonics work that supports that strategy.  The unit ends with a celebration where
you’ll gather your detectives together to think back and recall all of the things they’ve learned about how words work since becoming a
word detective.

NJ Student Learning  Standards
Language
L.1.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
A. Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
B. Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
C. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop).
D. Use personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
E. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.gYesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).
F. Use frequently occurring adjectives.
G. Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
H. Use determiners (e.g., articles, demonstratives).
I. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward).
J. Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to
prompts.
L.1.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Capitalize dates and names of people.
B. Use end punctuation for sentences.
C. Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
D. Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
E. Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.
A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use frequently occurring affixes and inflection (e.g., -ed, -s, - ing, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, - less) as a clue to the meaning of a word.
C. Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).
L.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships and nuances in
word meanings.
A. Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.



B. Define words by category and by one or more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes).
C. Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that are cozy).
D. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing
in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them or by acting out the meanings.
L.1.6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using
frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
Reading Foundation Skills
RF.1.1. Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
A. Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., first word, capitalization, ending punctuation).
RF.1.2. Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a
vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
A. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
B. Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
C. Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
D. Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).
RF.1.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
A. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that represent one sound).
B. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
C. Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
D. Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
E. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables using knowledge that every syllable must
have a vowel sound.
RF.1.4. Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.
Reading Informational Text
RI.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI.1.7. Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
RI.1.10. With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above.
Reading Literature Text
RL.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RL.1.2. Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.



RL.1.3. Describe characters, settings, and major event(s) in a story, using key details.
RL.1.4. Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
RL.1.7. Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.
RL.1.10. With prompting and support, read and comprehend stories and poetry at grade level text complexity or above.
Speaking and Listening
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion.
SL.1.2. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3. Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not
understood.
SL.1.4. Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Writing
W.1.1. Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason
for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of
closure.
W.1.3. Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what
happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-reflection,
and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
ELL Standards

Enduring Understandings/Goals Essential Questions

https://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u2.pdf


Students will understand that…
❏ Some words have long-vowel sounds, represented with a

CVCe pattern.
❏ High-frequency words can be used to learn more about

words.
❏ Readers can use strategies for breaking up words into

parts and blending them back together.

❏ How do vowel sounds change words?
❏ How do high-frequency words help us to learn more about

words?
❏ How do readers figure out tricky words?

Professional Resources Evidence of Learning (Assessments)
● A Guide to the Phonics Units of Study - K-1 by Lucy Calkins & Natalie

Louis
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● The Mystery of the Silent e by Lucy Calkins, Elizabeth Franco & Havilah
Jespersen

● Units of Study Online Resources
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website

Phonics Assessment Timeline
● Silent E Phonic Blending
● Teachers College Running Records
● TCRWP Grade 1 Writing On Demand Assessment

Suggestions for Differentiation Mentor Texts
● Assessment If/Then Guide
● Cumulative Review Lessons
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Project Read Manuals & Resources
● Integrated accommodations and modifications for special

education students, English language learners,  students at
risk of school failure, gifted and talented students and
students with 504 plans

● “Case Files”
○ “Case No. 1: The Secret of the Letter Twins”
○ “Case No. 2:  The Case of the Sticky Letters”
○ “Case No. 3:  The Case of the Words in Disguise”
○ “Case No. 4:  The Compound Word Puzzle”
○ “Case No. 5:  Tracking Down the Look-Alike Word Part”

● “There Is a Blend with Three”

http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VAGrlKcPXG0IszIFNvfYqvmiUAaR3xQV
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HrXup_OOa3K7_arAiDPywVK_YFi7WGggbfwRXAdzVsU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iP5BkEwlq6T-kzw8q5S1vX4JPSWdHs9b/view?usp=sharing
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nn2nySBRY1Lu3rdcILNsd3DJ1iAG903I/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J92k7Dn51hm5Y2zNUwV2bbcjMRBA4AkN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1McBvImyy0J1zWUImkXqHDUTXTGPnTAHH/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing


Interdisciplinary Connections Technology Integration
 ●  Engage in  Songs to Help Kids Remember Phonics Principles & Rules
 ●  Interactive Writing: Co-Create Charts Outlining New Skills & Edit
 Writing Pieces
 ● Independent Reading & Writing
 ● Partner Reading & Writing
● Shared Reading Experiences: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in
Social Studies, Science, The Arts, and Mathematics
 ● Word Hunts: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in Social Studies,
Science, The Arts, and Mathematics

 ● Google Slides Digital Blending Board Templates
 ● Google Slides Digital Sound Cards
 ● Jamboard Templates
 ● Snap Word Review Games
 
 
 
 
 

Media Literacy Integration
Global Perspectives

● Use multiple forms of print media (including books,
illustrations/photographs/artwork, video clips, commercials, podcasts,
audiobooks, newspapers, magazines & signs)

● Using Environmental Print as a Spell Resource
● Practice Reading Skills

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

21st Century Themes (as applies to content area): Integration of 21st Century Skills

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Bend Teaching Points
Bend I: Word Detectives
Take the Case:
Investigating Silent E
Session 1: Word Detectives Investigate
Tricky Words (Part 1)

Part I: Word Detectives Investigate Tricky Words (Unit 2, pg. 2)
Connection: Use a phone call from the Super Secret Detective Agency to remind word detectives to
keep working hard on word study.

TP: Today I want to teach you that word detectives are always on a mission to study and solve and
learn about new words.  They look out for tricky words all day long- during reading, during
writing, and especially during phonics workshop.
~How to Study Tricky Words

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zfb7czztyw9ZOMLYd8lbSZTPzABQSJd2?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QblkwgbK61fkDOiIDJC88gf1IoTdjVvi?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1X-gbJDdBdn4SYMcKyC3U6lYUrfVGj2DM?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d1eI0QHd3k-Zrv2294bOlEtrxk5gKeVY?usp=sharing


Session 1: Word Detectives Investigate
Tricky Words (Part 2)

1. Look at the word.
2. Think, “What makes it tricky?”
3. Read the word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Investigate the role of silent E by writing and comparing the words tap and tape. Then,

check the findings of the investigation by writing and comparing the words cap and cape.
● Record in a chart what students just learned about the silent E.

Part II: Word Detectives Investigate Tricky Words (Unit 2, pg. 5)

Rug Time: Invite children to use what they learned about the silent E to read and write more
words.

● Distribute word cards to students. (See UOS Online Resources)
● Each student will take a turn reading his or her word and the other students will try to spell

the word on whiteboards.

Share: Link the new work with silent E to the strategies students are already using in their
independent reading:  To figure out a mystery word, word detectives try a vowel two ways.

Extension 1:  Using a Detective Notebook to Record Observations About Words (Unit 2, pg. 6)
● Give each student a small detective notebook to record the things they notice about words

throughout the day.

Extension 3: Learning Five New Snap Words (Unit 2, pg. 7)
● make, eat, take, big, out
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word



Session 2:  Word Detectives Look Closely
to Find Patterns in Words(Part I)

Session 2:  Word Detectives Look Closely
to Find Patterns in Words(Part 2)

Part I: Word Detectives Look Closely to Find Patterns in Words (Unit 2, pg. 9)
Connection: Use a riddle to help children distinguish between words with long and short vowels,
signaled with or without final silent E.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you come to a mystery word, you can be a word solver,
looking extra close to find a clue that can help you.  Sometimes silent E is a clue that helps you solve
the mystery.
~How to Sort Words to Find Clues

1. Read the word.
2. Listen to the vowel sound.
3. Sort the word.
4. Check.

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set up partners to sort a third word.  Reinforce the CVCe pattern by reminding them to

check for the sneaky E at the end of the word.
● Explain how the work of studying patterns helps writers and readers with the important

work of spelling and solving words.

Part II: Word Detectives Look Closely to Find Patterns in Words (Unit 2, pg. 12)

Rug Time: Set up students to continue sorting pictures by distinguishing between short and long
vowel sounds.
How to Sort Words to Find Clues

1. Read the word.
2. Listen to the vowel sound.
3. Sort the word.
4. Check.

Share: Uncover a second riddle and solve it together to study an exception to the silent E rule.



Session 3:  Word Detectives Use the
Patterns They’ve Learned to Write New
Words (Part 1)

Session 3:  Word Detectives Use the
Patterns They’ve Learned to Write New
Words (Part 2)

Extension 1: Learning the Word Have (Unit 2, pg. 14)
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach the word

Part I: Word Detectives Use the Patterns They’ve Learned to Write New Words (Unit 2, pg. 15)
Connection: Suggest that the class send a text message to the SSDA to alert them of the work they
are doing to study patterns in words with long vowels.

TP: Today I want to teach you that whenever you write, you have to use everything you’ve learned
to help you write well.  You can use snap words and patterns you know, like long A words that end
with silent E.
~How to Write Well

1. Plan What to Write
2. Think and Check for Snap Words & Patterns
3. Write the Words

Active Engagement/Link:
● Ask students to help you record the next sentence, stopping to practice snap words, add

inflectional endings, and problem solve CVCe words.

Part II: Word Detectives Use the Patterns They’ve Learned to Write New Words (Unit 2, pg. 18)

Rug Time: Set students up to orchestrate the work of using the word wall and hearing and
recording vowels to write an entire sentence on their whiteboards.
Share:

● Reread the text in its entirety to check that the sentence makes sense and sounds right, and
that the words look right.

● Invite students to help fancy up the message by highlighting snap words with highlighter



Session 4:  Word Detectives Practice
Their New Skills (Part 1)

Session 4:  Word Detectives Practice
Their New Skills (Part 2)

tape and circling CVCe words.

Extension 3:  Shining a Light on Snap Words (Unit 2, pg. 20)
● Tell students you will shine a light on words on the word wall, and then they will shout out

and spell the word. Teach them a chant to reinforce this work.

Part I: Word Detectives Practice Their New Skills (Unit 2, pg. 22)
Connection: Emphasize the importance of practicing a skill after learning something new.

TP: Today I want to teach you that word detectives need practice to make their detective skills
really strong.  They can use what they know about silent E to spell lots of different words.
~How to Build Words

1. Choose a Word
2. Count the Letters
3. Build the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Have the students add a silent E to the end of the word they just built.  Then ask them to use

their knowledge of CVCe words to decode the new word.
● Continue to make small changes to the letters in the word, producing a variety of words with

the phonograms /ane/, /ate/, /ake/ and /ame/.

Part II: Word Detectives Practice Their New Skills (Unit 2, pg. 24)

Rug Time: Work together  to sort the words from today’s session into groups with the phonograms
/ake/, /ane/, /ame/ and /ate/.

Share:
● Remind students that they can use their knowledge of letters and word parts- in this case

words with a silent E- to read and write new words.



Session 5:  Word Detectives Use
Everything They Know to Solve and
Check Words When They Read (Part 1)

● Quickly generate a few more words with the CVCe patterns /ane/, /ate/, /ake/ and /ame/.

Extension 1:  Assessing CVCe Knowledge:  Applying the CVCe Principle to Write a Sentence
(Unit 2, pg. 25)

● Use a dictated sentence to conduct a quick assessment of the CVCe principle.

Extension 2: Learning New Snap Words (Unit 2, pg. 26)
● came and same
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Part I: Word Detectives Use Everything They Know to Solve and Check Words When They Read
(Unit 2, pg. 27)

Connection:  Play the role of a news reporter interviewing the class as a way to recap their learning
across this bend.  Then, remind students that all they have learned about words can support their
reading.
TP: Today I want to teach you that word detectives don’t just learn about letters and sounds and
words and leave all that learning in word study.  They use everything they’ve learned to help them
solve words and check their reading.
~How to Check Your Reading

1. Does it make sense?
2. Does it look right?
3. Does it sound right?

Active Engagement/Link:
● Rally partners to read on, studying words with the long vowel A, and looking for silent E at

the end of words with long sounds.
● Link the work readers did to solve words in the shared text with the work readers can do

when solving tricky words in their own books.



Session 5:  Word Detectives Use
Everything They Know to Solve and
Check Words When They Read (Part 2)

Part II: Word Detectives Use Everything They Know to Solve and Check Words When They Read
(Unit 2, pg. 30)

Rug Time:  Invite students to hunt for words with silent E as they read from their own book
baggies.  Then, ask students to share the words they discovered in their rug clubs.

Share: Study a few words with long vowels, like wave, shake, bike, and note.  Then, revise the class
chart to reveal that silent E can make any vowel a long sound, not just A.

Extension 1:  Reviewing- Short- and Long-Vowel Sounds (Unit 2, pg. 32)
● Review the vowels chart as a way to remind students of the short- and long-vowel sounds.

Extension 2: What’s My Mystery Word? (Unit 2, p. 33)
● Teach students a game in which they give clues to a partner to figure out a mystery snap

word.

Bend II: Word Detectives
Test Their Theories to
Learn More About
Vowels

Session 6:  Word Detectives Investigate
Words with the Vowel O (Part 1)

Part I: Word Detectives Investigate Words with the Vowel O (Unit 2, pg. 38)
Connection:  Tell a story about the class mascot testing the theory that silent E changes any vowel
in a word to a long sound to set up today’s work.

TP: Today I want to teach you that if there’s a silent E at the end of a word with the vowel O, that
word will almost always have a long O sound.
~How to be a Long O Detective

1. Read the Word



Session 6:  Word Detectives Investigate
Words with the Vowel O (Part 2)

Session 7:  Word Detectives Investigate
Words with the Vowel I (Part 1)

2. Check if the Word Makes a Long O Sound

Active Engagement/Link:  Invite partners to try testing a few words with the vowel O and a silent E
on their own to see whether these fit with the silent E theory.

Part II: Word Detectives Investigate Words with the Vowel O (Unit 2, pg. 41)

Rug Time:  Ask partners to study a collection of pictures, then figure out how to say and spell the
words the pictures represent.

Share:
● Have children share out the CVCe words with the vowel O  they discovered during rug time

and add these words to the evidence chart.
● Study the list of words to notice the phonograms /ole/, /one/, /ope/ and /ose/ and sort words

into these groups.

Extension 1:  Collecting Evidence (Unit 2, pg. 43)
● Explain to students that they can continue to study the case of the silent E by looking out for

words with a long O sound and a silent E, and recording words they find on a class chart.

Extension 2: Introducing New Snap Words (Unit 2, pg. 43)
● put, not, your, more, home, of
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Part I: Word Detectives Investigate Words with the Vowel I (Unit 2, pg. 44)
Connection: Compliment students on the work they have done thus far, particularly the way they
have been noticing words with silent E.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you see the vowel I in the middle of a word and a silent E
at the end, that word will probably have a long I sound.



Session 7:  Word Detectives Investigate
Words with the Vowel I (Part 2)

Session 8:  Word Detectives Put
Themselves to the Test  (Part 1)

~How to be a Long I Detective
1. Read the Word
2. Check if the Word Makes a Long I Sound

Active Engagement/Link:
● Remind students of the sounds that letter I can make.  Then, use a familiar shared reading

text to locate and decode CVCe words with the vowel I.
● Have students read a list of words with and without silent E to notice the change in the vowel

I sound.

Part II: Word Detectives Investigate Words with the Vowel I (Unit 2, pg. 47)

Rug Time:  Play “Pick Up,” collecting pairs of words such as kit and kite, one word with a silent E
and one without. (Cards can be found on UOS Online Resources).

Share:  Have students practice reading CVC and CVCe words by reading aloud the cards they
matched during their “Pick Up” game in Rug Time.

Extension 2:  Play “I Spy” with Word Wall Words (Unit 2, pg. 49)
● Use the Let’s Play I Spy mini-chart

Part I: Word Detectives Put Themselves to the Test (Unit 2, pg. 50)
Connection: Read a letter from the Super Secret Detective Agency, asking for students’ help to edit
a piece of writing.

TP: Today I want to teach you that detectives have to put themselves to the test, even if they don’t
know everything about letters and words.  Detectives have to use what they do know about letters
like silent E every time they write, and every time they fix up a piece of writing. (Use writing folders
from writing workshop).



Session 8:  Word Detectives Put
Themselves to the Test  (Part 2)

~How to be a Writing Detective
1. Read Your Writing
2. Think, Does it make sense?
3. Think, Does it look right?
4. Fix it Up

Active Engagement/Link: Ask partners to edit the next page in the text, locating words that don’t
look right or make sense and checking the vowels to see if they can apply their knowledge of silent
E.

Part II: Word Detectives Put Themselves to the Test (Unit 2, pg. 53)

Rug Time:  Ask students to transfer these skills to their independent writing, editing their own how
to books.
~How to be a Writing Detective

1. Read Your Writing
2. Think, Does it make sense?
3. Think, Does it look right?
4. Fix it Up

Share:
● Display some unfamiliar CVCe words with the vowel U and ask students to work in

partnerships to try decoding them.
● Point out the three sounds long U can commonly make, and encourage your students to

remain flexible when using their phonics knowledge to read new words.

Extension 1:  Sorting Long U Words (Unit 2, p. 54)
Ask students for help sorting long U words according to the sound the U makes. Display words and
have students talk in partnerships to sort the words, then add the words to a pocket chart.



Session 9:  Investigating Words with a
Long E Sound (Part 1)

Session 9:  Investigating Words with a
Long E Sound (Part 2)

Part I: Investigating Words with a Long E Sound (Unit 2, pg. 56)
Connection:  Highlight the fact that the CVCe pattern is rarely used to represent the long E sound
in words.

TP: Today I want to teach you what letters make the long E sound in a word.
~How to Discover the Long E sound

1. Study the Word
2. Read the Word
3. Find the Letters that Make the Long E sound
4. Write the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Remind students that they can use the words they know as a source of information.  Have

students scan the word wall to locate words with a long E sound to investigate.
● Study the words eat and see to identify the EA and EE vowel teams that make the long E

sound in words.
● Reiterate the learning from today’s inquiry, naming the vowel teams EA and EE as letters

that can make a long E sound.  Then use highlighter tape to make these vowel teams on the
word wall.

Part II: Investigating Words with a Long E Sound (Unit 2, pg. 59)

Rug Time:  Have students collect words with the vowel teams EA and EE by looking through their
independent books and practicing decoding these words.

Share:  Highlight Rasheed as a word with a long E sound and the vowel team EE.  Then have
students share their word collections from today with their rug clubs.

Extension 2: Tracking Down Evidence for a New Case (Unit 2, p. 61)
● Remind students that word detectives collect evidence. Set them up to collect words with

vowel teams that make the long E sound as evidence for a new case.



Session 10:  Snap Word Boot Camp
(Part 1)

Session 10:  Snap Word Boot Camp
(Part 2)

Part I: Snap Word Boot Camp (Unit 2, pg. 62)
Connection:  Pretend to receive a text message from the Super Secret Detective Agency telling you
that today is a day to test out your snap word skills by participating in snap word boot camp.

TP: Today I want to teach you that it is your responsibility to know not just the words you learned
this week, or last week, but all the snap words- all the time.  And that takes practice.
~How to be a Snap Word Expert

1. Read the Word
2. Spell the Word
3. Stretch the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Continue reading the message and rally kids to jump into snap word boot camp.
● Read the description of the first snap word drill, warming up with snap word stretches.

Model this for students before trying it out as a class with several high-frequency words.
● Direct students to complete the second drill, snap word jogging.  Call out one word at a time

and have children jog around the room to find that word posted somewhere in the room and
touch it.

● Reinforce the importance of practicing snap words and learning them well.

Part II: Snap Word Boot Camp (Unit 2, pg. 64)

Rug Time:  Explain the next two drills- writing snap words with partners and reading snap word
sentences.  Divide the class in half, with one group working on each drill.  Ask groups to switch
activities halfway through the work time.

Share:
● Name and celebrate the learning your students have done across the last five sessions.
● Sing a song to celebrate the snap word practice kids did today.
● Read one last message from the SSDA, congratulating students on completing boot camp



and letting them know there is some big work coming up.

Extension: Identifying More Vowel Teams by Studying Snap Words (Unit 2, p. 66)
● Explain that there are other vowels that work as a team.  Lead the class in studying word

wall words with the vowel teams ou and oo, and then in decoding words with those vowel
teams.

Bend III: Word
Detectives Use Words
They Know to Solve New
Mysteries

Session 11:  Collecting New Snap Words
(Part 1)

Part I: Collecting New Snap Words (Unit 2, pg. 71)
Connection:  Share a package sent by the SSDA.  Read a letter explaining that the SSDA has sent
students a collection of words they’ll need to learn inside and out to become better readers and
writers.

TP: Today I want to teach you that you can turn any word into a snap word.  Then you can read
and write that word in a...snap!  And you can use it to help you learn even more about words!

● into, little, I’m, three, now
~ Make it a Snap Word!

1. Read it!
2. Study it!
3. Spell it!
4. Cover, write, and check it!
5. Use it!

Active Engagement/Link:
● Debrief in a way that is transferable to another day and another text.
● Remind kids that these are steps to turn words into snap words- and that whenever they



Session 11:  Collecting New Snap Words
(Part 2)

Session 12:  The Case of the Letter Twins
(Part 1)

want to write one of their snap words, they can check themselves using the word wall.

Part II: Collecting New Snap Words (Unit 2, pg. 74)

Rug Time:  Channel partners to work together to turn new words into snap words. Display and
read sentences containing the snap words. Remind students to follow the steps for making a new
word a snap word.

Share:  Rally students together to add the new snap words onto the word wall and encourage them
to use the word wall when writing snap words.

Extension 2:  Making Silly Sentences with Snap Words (Unit 2, p. 76)
● Rally students to compose a variety of sentences with snap words and picture card words on

whiteboards.

Part I: The Case of the Letter Twins (Unit 2, pg. 77)
Connection: Read a letter from the Super Secret Detective Agency introducing students to their
new case: “The Secret of the Letter Twins.”

TP: Today I want to teach you to look for double consonants hiding in the middle of words.  You
can pull them apart to break the word into two syllables. Then you can put them back together to
read the whole word.
~How to Read Words with Letter Twins

1. Study the Word
2. Look for Letter Twins
3. Pull the Twins Apart
4. Read Each Part
5. Put Them Together to Read the Word



Session 12:  The Case of the Letter Twins
(Part 2)

Session 13:  The Case of the Sticky
Letters  (Part 1)

Active Engagement/Link:
● Prompt partners to work together to solve another mystery word with letter twins, using the

tip from the SSDA.
● Review the principle, that kids can break words with letter twins apart to solve them.  Refer

to the reading chart and point out that today’s learning is an example of a reading strategy
kids know.

Part II: The Case of the Letter Twins (Unit 2, pg. 81)

Rug Time:  Channel rug clubs to work together to solve words with letter twins.  Distribute words
and a pair of scissors and invite children to cut the words apart to solve them.

Share:  Adding to the Case:  More Secrets of the Letter Twins
● To point out that not all words can be solved using this session’s strategy, read a letter from a

fictional student, asking for help solving words with double letters.
● Study words that end with letter twins to determine that double consonants need to be in the

middle of the word to break it into two syllables.
● Study a second pair of words to determine that letter twins need to be made up of

consonants, not vowels.

Extension 1:  Looking for Letter Twins During Reading (Unit 2, p. 82)
During independent reading time, remind students of the secret of the letter twins.  Invite them to
add words that have double consonants in the middle to the “Collecting Evidence” chart.

Part I: The Case of the Sticky Letters (Unit 2, pg. 84)
Connection: Remind students of all the different ways they have learned to investigate words thus
far in the unit. Then, pull out a new case file, “The Case of the Sticky Letters,” to set up today’s
work.

TP: Today I want to teach you that sometimes you’ll see not just two, but three letters stuck
together before a vowel.  You can blend the sounds of those letters together to help you read lots of



Session 13:  The Case of the Sticky
Letters  (Part 2)

words!
~How to Read Words with 3 Letter Blends

1. Study the Word
2. Look for a 3 Letter Blend
3. Blend the 3 Letter Blend
4. Read Each Part
5. Put Them Together to Read the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set up partners to work together to match three more ending phonograms with initial blends

to make words.
● Review the principle students learned today, and add the snap word three to the “Look at all

the parts of the word” strategy from the chart “Good Habits for Solving Hard Words” to
illustrate this strategy.

Part II: The Case of the Sticky Letters (Unit 2, pg. 88)

Rug Time:  Set up a game in which students will match blends to ending phonograms to make real
words.

Share:  Writing with Three-Letter Blends
● Elicit students’ help with a piece of example writing, so that students have context to

practice figuring out how to write a word with a three-letter blend.

Extension 1:  “There is a Blend with Three” Song (Unit 2, pg. 89)
● Sing the song to the tune of “You’ve Got a Friend in Me.”

Extension 2:  Learning New Snap Words (Unit 2, p. 90)
● if & or
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word



Session 14:  The Case of the Words in
Disguise  (Part 1)

Session 14:  The Case of the Words in
Disguise  (Part 2)

Part I: The Case of the Words in Disguise (Unit 2, pg. 91)
Connection:  Disguise the class mascot, and ask students to spot him to set up today’s work of
recognizing words in disguise, contractions. Then, name today’s case, “The Case of the Words in
Disguise.”

TP: Today I want to teach you not to be fooled by unusual words like contractions. Look out for a
sneaky apostrophe disguising two words so they look and sound like one word.
~How to Build Contractions

1. Look at the Two Words
2. Scrunch the Parts Together
3. Add the Apostrophe
4. Read the Contraction

Active Engagement/Link:
● Give Partnerships pairs of words that can be made into contractions.  Guide them to fold

their papers to push the words together and then to add an apostrophe in the correct place.
● Channel partnerships to share contractions with another partnership to guess the words in

disguise.  Have each partnership share out the contraction they made to create another list.

Part II: The Case of the Words in Disguise (Unit 2, pg. 94)

Rug Time: Distribute sentences containing contractions, one to each rug club.  Ask clubs to work
together to read the sentence, then solve the contraction.

Share: Sharing Contractions in Context
● Channel clubs to read their sentences to each other, and to solve each other’s contractions.

Then, add an example contraction to the reading chart to go along with the strategy “Look
out for unusual words.”



Session 15:  The Compound Word Puzzle
(Part 1)

Session 15:  The Compound Word Puzzle
(Part 2)

Extension 1: Contraction Word Hunt During Independent Reading (Unit 2, p. 95)
● Invite students to add the contractions that they found to the “Collective Evidence” chart.

Part I: The Compound Word Puzzle (Unit 2, pg. 97)
Connection:  Set up a crime scene near the meeting area, in which someone has cut the word into in
half.  Point out that the pieces of the word are words that students know, in and to.

TP: Today I want to teach you that compound words are like puzzle pieces.  They have smaller
words in them that fit together to make a bigger word.  You can look from start to end to find the
first little word, and then the second one.  Detectives put those pieces together to solve long words.
~How to Read Compound Words

1. Look at the Word
2. Find and Read the 1st Little Word
3. Find and Read the 2nd Little Word
4. Put the Little Words Back Together

Active Engagement/Link: Display another compound word.  Ask students to work with a partner to
find the small words hidden in it.  Then, cut the word into its parts, and demonstrate putting the
parts back together.

Part II: The Compound Word Puzzle (Unit 2, pg. 100)

Rug Time:
● Distribute a set of compound words to each rug club.  Invite students to cut the words apart

to form two smaller words, and then to put the words back together to recreate the
compound word.

● Read the compound words together.  Then, add the snap word into to the reading chart to
anchor a familiar strategy with today’s work.



Session 16:  Tracking Down the Look
Alike Word Part  (Part 1)

Session 16:  Tracking Down the Look
Alike Word Part  (Part 2)

Share:  Teach students that what they learned today about compound words can help not just in
their reading, but in their writing as well.

Extension 1: Collecting Compound Words During Independent Reading (Unit 2, pg. 101)
● As students read, remind them to be on the lookout for compound words, and to add those

words to the “Collecting Evidence” chart.

Part I: Tracking Down the Look Alike Word Part (Unit 2, pg. 102)
Connection: Discover the class mascot sitting on top of the word wall. Then, share the news that
today’s mystery will require using all of the words students know.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when a word is really tough, word detectives think about every
word they know to track down the parts that look alike.
~How to Solve Tricky Words

1. Study the Word
2. Look for Parts You Know
3. Put the Parts Together to Read the Word

Active Engagement/Link:  Set up partners to study a fourth word, shout, using known words to
solve it.  Then, add those words as a reminder on your reading anchor chart.

Part II: Tracking Down the Look Alike Word Part (Unit 2, pg. 105)

Rug Time: Distribute a baggie of words to each rug club and channel them to search for familiar
word parts using snap words and blends.

Share:  Using Look-Alike Word Parts to Write
● Explain that using known words can also help you when writing tough words.  Demonstrate

using this strategy to write words students might want to include in a How-To book.



Session 17:  A Word Detective Is Always
on the Case!  (Part 1)

● Debrief, reminding the class how look-alike words can help not just with reading, but with
writing as well.

Extension 1:  Singing to Practice Analogy to Solve Words (Unit 2, pg. 107)
● Sing a song to the tune of “London Bridge is Falling Down,”  asking children to locate a snap

word that sounds similar to the last word in the song.

Extension 2: Learning a New Snap Word (Unit 2, pg. 107)
● read
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach the word

Part I: A Word Detective Is Always on the Case! (Unit 2, pg. 109)
Connection:  Read a letter from the SSDA, indicating that a word detective’s job is never done.

TP: Today I want to teach you that a word detective’s job is never done. You are on the case
whenever you read and write. Whenever you see a tough word in your book, or you want to write a
tough word, you can use everything you know about letters and sounds to solve it all on your own!
~How to Be a Word Detective

1. Study the Word
2. Look for Vowels
3. Look for Silent E
4. Look for Vowel Teams
5. Look for Word Parts
6. Read the Word

Active Engagement/Link:  Prompt partners to share the strategies they’ve learned to problem solve
through tough words.



Session 17:  A Word Detective Is Always
on the Case!  (Part 2)

Part II: A Word Detective Is Always on the Case! (Unit 2, pg. 111)

Rug Time:  Set up partners to search the room for evidence, finding words that support each big
idea.
Share:  Sharing Evidence and Celebrating a Mission Accomplished

● Ask clubs to share their findings.  Then, end the unit by reminding children that this
learning will stay with them, long after the unit ends.

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Use proper language conventions to write a sentence, including capitals and end punctuation.
● Distinguish the long and short vowel sound in a spoken word.
● Segment single-syllable words.
● Change the beginning, ending, or middle phoneme to make a new word.
● Hear and say the phonemes in a word with attention to the vowel sounds.
●   Hear and clap syllables in two syllable words.
● Blend three or more phonemes in a word.
● Understand the concept of a contraction.
● Recognize and read simple contractions formed with am, are, is).
● Read and take apart simple compound words.
● Identify vowels in single syllable words.
● Know final-e conventions for representing a long vowel sound.
● Decode unknown words that follow a CVC and CVCe pattern.
● Use knowledge of short and long vowels and the CVCe pattern to edit writing.
● Use knowledge of the CVCe pattern to decode and write new words.
● Hear and identify the long E sound in words, locating the letters that represent the sound (noticing CVCe pattern and the

more frequently used vowel teams EE and EA).
● Notice double consonants in words and use them to divide words into two syllables when decoding new words.
● Review and recognize snap words with automaticity.
● Spell high-frequency words with automaticity.



Phonics Workshop Grade:  1
Unit 3: From Tip to Tail:  Reading Across Words

Unit Description:  From Tip to Tail:  Reading Across Words
This unit aims to help your students read and write more carefully as they learn more about features and parts of words.  You’ll want to
expect and welcome approximations across this unit as students try out work such as writing with inflected endings and reading words
that end with Y.  Your teaching will reinforce previous instruction and lay the groundwork for upcoming instruction.

At approximately the same time you launch this unit, you will also launch the nonfiction reading unit Learning about the World:
Reading Nonfiction from the Units of Study for Teaching Reading in reading workshop and the writing unit Nonfiction Chapter Books
from the Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing.  Your students will be immersed in reading to learn about the
world and in writing to teach others about topics they know well.  Their phonics knowledge will become even more crucial to their
reading process when they are reading nonfiction because they are more apt to encounter vocabulary they haven’t seen before.  They’ll
also want to add particular vocabulary words to their writing as they teach about specific topics.  In addition, at this point in your year,
many kids are likely moving into F/G texts that contain more multisyllabic words.  All of this means that your students will be asked to
read and write trickier words, and to do that, they’ll benefit from learning more about working with parts of words.

Across this unit, you’ll rally kids to read nonfiction closely and thoughtfully.  In Bend I, you’ll point out that doing that involves
looking all the way across words.  As part of this, you’ll remind students to draw on what they know about initial blends.  You’ll
continue to build on and extend students’ knowledge of inflectional endings.  Bend II of this phonics unit focuses on working on
phonograms.  These phonograms are extraordinarily powerful.  Wylie and Durrell (1970) have pointed out that “nearly 500 primary
words” can be made from the thirty-seven most common phonograms (788).  The sequence of this second bend is that it begins with a
spotlight on phonograms that end with blends, and it moves toward those that end with digraphs.  Bend III focuses on high-frequency
words.  This bend will also reinforce and extend students’ knowledge of contractions.  The bend and the unit will wrap up with a chance
for students to play some of the favorite games they have enjoyed across the bend (and from prior units) in a big celebratory tournament
of word games!

NJ Student Learning  Standards
Language
L.1.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
A. Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
B. Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.



C. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop).
D. Use personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
E. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.gYesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).
F. Use frequently occurring adjectives.
G. Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
H. Use determiners (e.g., articles, demonstratives).
I. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward).
J. Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to
prompts.
L.1.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Capitalize dates and names of people.
B. Use end punctuation for sentences.
C. Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
D. Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
E. Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.
A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use frequently occurring affixes and inflection (e.g., -ed, -s, - ing, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, - less) as a clue to the meaning of a word.
C. Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).
L.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships and nuances in
word meanings.
A. Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
B. Define words by category and by one or more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes).
C. Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that are cozy).
D. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing
in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them or by acting out the meanings.
L.1.6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using
frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
Reading Foundation Skills
RF.1.1. Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
A. Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., first word, capitalization, ending punctuation).



RF.1.2. Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a
vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
A. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
B. Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
C. Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
D. Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).
RF.1.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
A. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that represent one sound).
B. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
C. Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
D. Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
E. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables using knowledge that every syllable must
have a vowel sound.
RF.1.4. Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.
Reading Informational Text
RI.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI.1.2. Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
RI.1.3. Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
RI.1.4. Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.
RI.1.5. Know and use various text features (e.g., headings, tables of contents, glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or
information in a text.
RI.1.6. Distinguish between information provided by pictures or other illustrations and information provided by the words in a text.
RI.1.7. Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
RI.1.10. With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above.
Reading Literature Text
RL.1.10. With prompting and support, read and comprehend stories and poetry at grade level text complexity or above.
Speaking and Listening
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.



A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion.
SL.1.2. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3. Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not
understood.
SL.1.6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Writing
W.1.1. Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason
for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of
closure.
W.1.3. Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what
happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-reflection,
and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
ELL Standards

Enduring Understandings/Goals Essential Questions
Students will understand that…
❏ Readers hear and read all the way across words.
❏ Word parts help readers and writers tackle complex

words.
❏ Snap words can help us build other words.

❏ How do I use phonics skills to read complex words?
❏ How do writers use word parts to tackle complex words?
❏ How do snap words help us build other words?

http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u3.pdf


Professional Resources Evidence of Learning (Assessments)
● A Guide to the Phonics Units of Study - K-1 by Lucy Calkins & Natalie

Louis
● From Tip to Tail:  Reading Across Words by Lucy Calkins, Amanda

Hartman, Kelly Boland Hohne & Katrina Davino
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Units of Study Online Resources
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website

Phonics Assessment Timeline
● Snap Words
● Developmental Spelling
● Teachers College Running Records
● TCRWP Grade 1 Writing On Demand Assessment

Suggestions for Differentiation Mentor Texts
● Assessment If/Then Guide
● Cumulative Review Lessons
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Project Read Manuals & Resources
● Integrated accommodations and modifications for special

education students, English language learners,  students at
risk of school failure, gifted and talented students and
students with 504 plans

● Lions by Laura Marsh
● “My Hot Dog Book”
● Dinosaurs Long Ago
● “Tell Me the Ending You Hear”
● “Making a Smoothie”
● “All About School”
● “Bees Stick Together”
● “We Can Read Long Words”
● “We’re Going on a Lion Hunt”

Interdisciplinary Connections Technology Integration
 ●  Engage in  Songs to Help Kids Remember Phonics Principles & Rules
 ●  Interactive Writing -Co-Create Charts Outlining New Skills, Signs &  Edit
 Writing Pieces
 ● Independent Reading & Writing
 ● Partner Reading & Writing
● Shared Reading Experiences: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in
Social Studies, Science, The Arts, and Mathematics
 ● Word Hunts: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in Social Studies,
Science, The Arts, and Mathematics

 ● Google Slides Digital Blending Board Templates
 ● Google Slides Digital Sound Cards
 ● Jamboard Templates
 ● Snap Word Review Games
 

 

http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HrXup_OOa3K7_arAiDPywVK_YFi7WGggbfwRXAdzVsU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mWFPB9zk-Zk9-IQGGW4DL_6KwFa-xEg6?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mwoLwKFJ7VF0PJ_XXeTDgkC9c6_Pz7Wl?usp=sharing
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nn2nySBRY1Lu3rdcILNsd3DJ1iAG903I/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1VAGrlKcPXG0IszIFNvfYqvmiUAaR3xQV
https://drive.google.com/a/fpks.org/file/d/0B7eaT_i9qrmZWWtxekdCR0tIc2M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J92k7Dn51hm5Y2zNUwV2bbcjMRBA4AkN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1McBvImyy0J1zWUImkXqHDUTXTGPnTAHH/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zfb7czztyw9ZOMLYd8lbSZTPzABQSJd2?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QblkwgbK61fkDOiIDJC88gf1IoTdjVvi?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1X-gbJDdBdn4SYMcKyC3U6lYUrfVGj2DM?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d1eI0QHd3k-Zrv2294bOlEtrxk5gKeVY?usp=sharing


Media Literacy Integration
Global Perspectives

● Use multiple forms of print media (including books,
illustrations/photographs/artwork, video clips, commercials, podcasts,
audiobooks, newspapers, magazines & signs)

● Using Environmental Print as a Spell Resource
● Creating Signs for the School
● Practice Reading Skills

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

21st Century Themes (as applies to content area): Integration of 21st Century Skills

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Bend Teaching Points
Bend I: Reading and
Hearing All the Way
across Words
Session 1: Reading Carefully, Looking
All the Way through Words (Part 1)

Session 1: Reading Carefully, Looking
All the Way through Words (Part 2)

Part I: Reading Carefully, Looking All the Way through Words (Unit 3, pg. 2)
Connection:  Show students a photo of an interesting natural object, event, or phenomenon and
lead them to wonder about it.

TP: Today I want to teach you that to really learn about the world, you need to read carefully,
looking all the way through words.  That way you can really understand and learn from your
reading.
~How to Understand Your Reading

1. Look at the Word
2. Read Across the Word, Part by Part
3. Think, “Does it make sense?”

Active Engagement/Link:  Read carelessly, not looking across words, channeling students to catch
your miscues.  Then invite the students to reread with you, attentively.

Part II: Reading Carefully, Looking All the Way through Words (Unit 3, pg. 5)



Session 2: Getting to Know Some
Common Endings (Part 1)

Rug Time:  Set students up to read their independent reading books.  Remind them to be careful
readers so they can learn as much as possible.
~How to Understand Your Reading

1. Look at the Word
2. Read Across the Word, Part by Part
3. Think, “Does it make sense?”

Share:  Set up students to share with a partner how they have been a careful reader today.

Extension 1:  To Help Understand Hard Words, Channel Kids to Look All the Way Across Words
(Unit 3, pg. 6)

● Engage students in repeated practice by continuing your shared reading of Lions.

Extension 3: Learning New Snap Words (Unit 3, pg. 7)
● jump, where, there, never, going
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Part I: Getting to Know Some Common Endings (Unit 3, pg. 9)
Connection:  Remind students of prior learning about how being an expert on something makes
you see things differently.  Use this to help you explain why it is important to learn more about
some of the different ways that words usually end.

TP: Today I want to teach you that readers who read all the way across words, who pay attention
even to the far ending of a word, know common ways that words end.  They often take a sneak peek
at the first letter of an ending, then use what they know about how endings usually go to guess what
the ending will probably be.  Then as they read, they check their guesses.
~How to Read Across Words

1. Look At the Word
2. Read Each Part
3. Think, “Does the ending work?”



Session 2: Getting to Know Some
Common Endings (Part 2)

Active Engagement/Link:  Set up students to help you locate words on the word wall that could
have common endings added to them.  Focus in on one of these words and show them how to make
new words, adding endings.

Part II: Getting to Know Some Common Endings (Unit 3, pg. 13)

Rug Time:
● Reinforce the idea that knowing these common endings will help students recognize them

when they come across them in their reading and help them read those words and
understand the book better.

● Teach students a new game called Presto, Change-O that will allow them to practice making
words with endings.  Coach them as they play a few rounds of the game.

Share: Reading All the Way Across Words and Solving for Ending Parts
● Lead a teeny-tiny bit of shared reading, giving kids a chance to practice reading across the

words.

Extension 1:  Making More and More Words (and Sentences!) with Common Endings
(Unit 3, pg. 14)

● Challenge students to play a game putting together words and endings.

Extension 2:  Using What You Know About Words to Predict the Right Endings (Unit 3, pg. 15)
● Invite children to predict the correct endings of words they know and get additional practice

with syntax.

Extension 3: Adding -ing to CVCe Words (Unit 3, pg. 16)
● Introduce students to another mysterious feature of the silent E:  that it disappears when a

common ending is added.



Session 3: Investigating Different Sounds
that -ed Makes in Different Words
(Part 1)

Session 3: Investigating Different Sounds
that -ed Makes in Different Words
(Part 2)

Part I: Investigating Different Sounds that -ed Makes in Different Words (Unit 3, pg. 17)
Connection: Channel students to read a bit of a story that includes -ed words, thinking about the
words that have the same -ed ending, yet sound different.

TP: Today I want to teach you that some word endings- like -ed- can sound more than one way.
~How to Read Words That End with -ed

1. Look at the word
2. Read the Word Part by Part
3. Think, “What sound does -ed make?”

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set kids up to work with partners to sort a collection of words with -ed endings, again

noticing the same three ending sounds.
● Gather the class and highlight results of the investigation.  Check your findings.
● Debrief what the students have learned about word endings.  Remind students to be on the

lookout for -ed endings in their reading and their writing.

Part II: Investigating Different Sounds that -ed Makes in Different Words (Unit 3, pg. 20)

Rug Time:  Set kids up to hunt for -ed endings in Dinosaurs Long Ago, then determine ending
sounds with their partners.

Share: Rally partnerships  to share the words they found and add them to the class sort.

Extension 1:  Words Ending in -es Make Different Sounds, Too! (Unit 3, pg. 21)
● Channel children to think about how -es like -ed, is another ending that makes different

sounds in different words through sentences and sorting.

Extension 2:  Pluralizing Words Using -s and -es Endings (Unit 3, pg 22)
● Challenge students to add word endings to plural nouns, using -s and -es.



Session 4: The Tricky Y   (Part 1)

Session 4: The Tricky Y   (Part 2)

Part I: The Tricky Y (Unit 3, pg. 24)
Connection:  Remind students that they have studied tricky letters in the past- such as silent E.

TP: Today I want to teach you that the letter Y can sound just like other letters. It can sound just
like E or long I at the end of a word.
~How to Read Words with Y

1. Look for the Y
2. Think, “What sounds does Y make?”
3. Read the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Display a high frequency word that ends in y.  Point out that the Y at the end of the word

does not make the /y/ sound.
● Continue to investigate the sounds that Y makes at the end of a word by  writing and

comparing very and happy.

Part II: The Tricky Y (Unit 3, pg. 26)

Rug Time: Invite students to use what they have learned about Y to read and write more words
using word cards. (Cards can be found on UOS online).

Share:  Remind students that Y sometimes doesn’t say the long e or the long i sound, so they have to
be flexible with vowel sounds when they see it.  Engage students in a quick version of the snap word
routine to add a few of these words to the word wall.
*any, very & today

Extension 1: Writing Words that End in Y (Unit 3, pg. 27)
● Orchestrate interactive writing so students can practice writing words that end in Y.



Session 5: Blends Come as Endings, Too!
(Part 1)

Session 5: Blends Come as Endings, Too!
(Part 2)

Part I: Blends Come as Endings, Too! (Unit 3, pg. 30)
Connection: Let students know that the class’s musings have led them to learn some interesting
facts-and some interesting words.

TP: Today I want to teach you that blends- something many kids think of as coming at the start of
words- can also come at the endings of words.  And some of the blends that come at the ends of
words are different than those that come at the start of words.
~How to Read Words with Blends

1. Study the Word
2. Find the Blend
3. Say the Blend
4. Read the Whole Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set up students to study other blends and find rhyming words.
● Let students know there are more blends at the ends of words to be alert for- and digraphs,

too.  It’s important to be alert for two-consonant combinations in words.

Part II: Blends Come as Endings, Too! (Unit 3, pg. 33)

Rug Time:
● Set students up to find more blends in a poem about smoothies.
● Gather the class and rally students to reread, looking and listening for blends.  Channel kids

to signal when they see a blend, isolate the ending blend, and then read across the entire
word.

Share:  Demonstrate that knowing one word with a blend at the beginning or end will help you
write other words with the same blend.

Extension 1:  Making and Ending Blends Chart (Unit 3, pg. 35)
● Channel rug clubs to work together to make an ending blends chart by coming up with a

keyword for each blend.



Session 6: Making Sure Writers Use
Strong Endings When They Write Words
(Part 1)

Session 6: Making Sure Writers Use
Strong Endings When They Write Words
(Part 2)

Extension 2:  Hidden Treasure (Unit 3, pg. 35)
● Engage students in solving a word ladder, changing words with ending blends one letter at a

time to transform junk into gold.

Part I: Making Sure Writers Use Strong Endings When They Write Words (Unit 3, pg. 37)
Connection: Demonstrate how you tried to learn from another student’s book, but got confused
because the endings of the words were missing.

TP: Today I want to teach you that to spell all the way across words, it helps to do a little routine
that goes like this:  say it, slide it, hear it, write it.  Writers need to do that, paying special attention
to the ending sounds of words.
~How to Spell Words

1. Say It
2. Slide It
3. Hear It
4. Write It

Active Engagement/Link:
● Rally students to try out this work.  Set up students to work with partners to fix more words

that need endings.
● Set up children to always do this kind of careful work of checking their writing and making

sure they write all the sounds they hear in words.

Part II: Making Sure Writers Use Strong Endings When They Write Words (Unit 3, pg. 40)

Rug Time: Set up students to monitor their own writing from their writing folder for word endings.

Share:  Celebrate How Students Are Using Their Word Knowledge to Support Their Writing
through a Symphony Share



Bend II: Dealing With
Trickier Words

Session 7: Getting to Know Common
Phonograms that End in Blends (Part 1)

Session 7: Getting to Know Common
Phonograms that End in Blends (Part 2)

Part I: Getting to Know Common Phonograms that End in Blends (Unit 3, pg. 45)
Connection: Remind students of how their knowledge about phonics has grown over time.  Rally
them to tackle a new and complex challenge.

TP: Today I want to teach you that there are an armload of super-important word parts that end in
a blend.  Just like it is helpful to know our principal and school secretary because they can help you
get a lot of good work done, it is really helpful to know important word parts.
~How to Use Word Parts to Spell Words

1. Say the Word
2. Find a Word Part You Know
3. Write It
4. Check It

Active Engagement/Link: Rally partners to make new words with useful word parts ending in a
blend.

Part II: Getting to Know Common Phonograms that End in Blends (Unit 3, pg. 47)

Rug Time:  Invite students to work with their partners and rug clubs to practice reading and
writing words containing these new phonograms using word cards.

Share: Lead a brief session of shared reading, coaching students to notice and read these word
parts in context.

Extension 1:  Playing Presto Change-o with New Phonograms and Familiar Endings (Unit 3, pg. 48)
● Play “Presto Change-o with these new phonograms, challenging kids to add familiar



Session 8: Reading Words, Part by Part
(Part 1)

Session 8: Reading Words, Part by Part
(Part 2)

endings.

Extension 3: Learning More New Snap Words (Unit 3, pg. 50)
● just, back, best, think, with
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Part I: Reading Words, Part by Part (Unit 3, pg. 52)
Connection: Remind students of a story told to them in kindergarten, about how their teacher was
confused about a sign because she didn’t read all the way across a word.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you read or write all the way across a word, you’ll find
that sometimes the word ends not just with a blend, but with a digraph. It’s helpful to remember
that although a digraph has two letters, it makes one sound.
~How to Use Word Parts to Spell Words

1. Say the Word
2. Find a Word Part You Know
3. Write It
4. Check It

Active Engagement/Link: Invite students to come up with more words ending in these new
phonograms.

Part II: Reading Words, Part by Part (Unit 3, pg. 55)

Rug Time:  Challenge students to read words with phonograms that end in blends and digraphs,
within the context of a riddle.

Share: Highlight how seeing bigger parts in words strengthens reading and writing work.



Session 9: Reading Across Even the
Longest, Toughest Words, from
Beginning to End (Part 1)

Session 9: Reading Across Even the
Longest, Toughest Words, from
Beginning to End (Part 2)

Extension 1:  Play Ball:  Reviewing the Phonograms -Ell and -Ill (Unit 3, pg 56)
● Review phonograms children learned in kindergarten, highlighting the fact that these

phonograms end in digraphs.  Teach kids a game to play with these word parts.

Extension 2: Snap Words, Reconsidered (Unit 3, pg. 57)
● Invite children to become phonics professors by revisiting high-frequency words, using all

their knowledge of how words work to see familiar words in new ways.

Part I: Reading Across Even the Longest, Toughest Words, from Beginning to End (Unit 3, pg. 58)
Connection: Use a counterexample to explain that when looking at parts of words, readers need to
read those parts in order.

TP: Today I want to teach you that readers look across a whole word from beginning to end, using
parts they know, like blends and word parts, to read even the longest, toughest words.
~How to Read Long Words

1. Read the Beginning
2. Read the Middle
3. Read the End
4. Say the Word Smoothly

Active Engagement/Link: Continue playing a game about making words, pull out a beginning,
middle, and end of a word and ask the class to read the word from beginning to end.

Part II: Reading Across Even the Longest, Toughest Words, from Beginning to End (Unit 3, pg. 60)

Rug Time:  Have rug clubs continue to play the making words game.

Share: Invite children to share their made words to decide whether those words are real or not.



Session 10: Spelling Words Part by Part
(Part 1)

Session 10: Spelling Words Part by Part
(Part 2)

Extension 1:  “Word Part Match” (Unit 3, pg 61)
● Teach students a new game, “Word Part Match,” to give them more practice reading words

that contain digraph and blend phonograms.

Extension 3: Practicing Confusing Snap Words: Then & Than (Unit 3, pg. 62)
● Suggest ways to differentiate two confusing words, then and than, and use them correctly.
● Snap Words - than, then, that & when
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Part I: Spelling Words, Part by Part (Unit 3, pg. 64)
Connection: Channel students to become phonics professors by coaching each other to read a long
word, using everything they’ve learned about the way words work.

TP: Today I want to teach you that as you become more expert in knowing parts of words, you can
use what you know about word parts to help you spell all the way across a word.  You can say the
word, listening for all its parts, then you spell it, part by part.
~How to Spell Long Words

1. Say the Word
2. Listen for All of its Parts
3. Spell the Word Part by Part
4. Check the Word

Active Engagement/Link:  Give students another word to write.  Push them to listen hard to each
part of the word, like word study experts, thinking about all they know about kinds of letters and
parts of words.

Part II: Spelling Words, Part by Part (Unit 3, pg. 66)

Rug Time: Rally students to revisit their own nonfiction writing, looking for words that were tricky
to spell.  Set students up to attempt these words again, using all that they know about phonics to
support them.



Session 11: Hearing All the Way Across
Words- and Putting a Vowel in Each
Syllable (Part 1)

Session 11: Hearing All the Way Across
Words- and Putting a Vowel in Each
Syllable (Part 2)

Share: Reconvene the class and share a word that you saw students working on during rug club
time.  Ask students to demonstrate how using not just one but several phonics strategies helped
them to tackle tricky words.

Extension 2: Phonics Experts Make the World Better (Unit 3, pg. 68)
● Invite students to work out their phonics muscles by composing signs for the cafeteria.

Part I: Hearing All the Way Across Words- and Putting Vowel in Each Syllable (Unit 3, pg. 70)
Connection: Begin to compliment students on their spelling, but pause as you notice a ribbon tied
around Rasheed’s paws and investigate to find out why.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when writing words, writers don’t just focus on the consonant,
the blend, or digraph at the end of a word part.  They also think about the vowel.  It can be easy to
forget that there is a vowel in every word part, and in fact, in every syllable of a word.
~How to Check Your Spelling

1. Study the Word
2. Clap the Syllables
3. Think, “Do I have a vowel in every syllable?”
4. Fix the Word

Active Engagement/Link:  Ask students to help you continue to revise more of this page using what
they have learned- that every syllable of every word has to contain a vowel.

Part II: Hearing All the Way across Words- and Putting Vowel in Each Syllable (Unit 3, pg. 73)

Rug Time:  Set students up to continue checking each word in this piece of writing to make sure
there is a vowel in each syllable and fixing the words that are misspelled.

Share: Reconvene students and get them ready to share the work they’ve done with members of
their rug club.  Rally rug clubmates to help each other notice words that need vowels and hear the



Session 12: Karate-Chop Words to Read
Them Part by Part (Part 1)

various vowel sounds.

Extension 1:  Write with Vowels in Each Part as You Compose! (Unit 3, pg.74)
● Identify an issue in the classroom, like not putting things back on the shelf.  Rally children to

make a sign to remind people to do things the right way.

Extension 2: The Vowel Inspector is Coming (Unit 3, pg. 74)
● Tell a story about cabin inspections at summer camp.
● Relate your story to “vowel inspections”.  Channel kids to clean up a recent piece of writing,

then have them do vowel inspections of each other’s work.

Part I: Karate-Chop Words to Read Them Part by Part (Unit 3, pg. 76)
Connection: Remind students that breaking things into parts can help us approach them- whether
tearing up our food or chopping words into parts.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when it comes to tackling the longest words, it helps to think
about them in parts.  You can karate-chop the ending off, break the rest of the word into parts, and
then crash those parts together.  As you do this you can think, “What could this be?  What would
make sense here?  Then you can check the ending to be sure.
~How to Read the Longest Words

1. Karate Chop the Ending Off
2. Read the First Parts
3. Think, “What could this ending be?”
4. Crash the Parts Together
5. Check Your Guess

Active Engagement/Link: Engage students in reading some of Rasheed’s writing.  Pause at a long
word and show students how you can chop the ending off to help you read the parts before crashing
together the whole word.



Session 12: Karate-Chop Words to Read
Them Part by Part (Part 2)

Part II: Karate-Chop Words to Read Them Part by Part (Unit 3, pg. 78)

Rug Time:  Invite rug clubs to read the rest of Rasheed’s writing together.  Channel them to notice
the underlined long words, then coach them to karate-chop the endings, read the parts of the word,
and crash the parts together.

Share: Introduce students to a new song called “We Can Read Long Words” that celebrates all the
hard work they’ve done in this bend.

Bend III: Raising the
Level of Word with
High-Frequency Words

Session 13: Snap Word Power(Part 1) Part I: Snap Word Power (Unit 3, pg. 82)
Connection:  Point out to the students that Rasheed has his reminder string on again.  He wants to
remind himself that there are words he does not need to figure out as he reads- snap words!

TP: Today I want to teach you that when readers have lots of words they know in a snap, they can
use those words to set themselves up to read the page more smoothly and with more power.  Then,
when they come to those words, readers are more apt to remember them in a snap.
~How to Read with Power

1. Take A Sneak Peek
2. Scan for Snap Words
3. Read the Page

Active Engagement/Link:  Set up students to do a sneak peek and read a page of one of their
nonfiction books, emphasizing that they should scan the page for words they know in a snap before
reading.



Session 13: Snap Word Power(Part 2)

Session 14: Bringing New Knowledge of
Words to Learning Snap Words(Part 1)

Part II: Snap Word Power (Unit 3, pg. 85)

Rug Time:
● Give each partnership a copy of the word wall and ask students to practice reading words in

different ways.
● Set up students to read in their books, paying careful attention to snap words.

Share:  Ask partners to teach the other half of their club which words they read in a snap today,
and which snap words they might need to practice more to know them even better.

Extension 1: When You Need to Relearn a Snap Word (Unit 3, pg. 86)
● was
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to review the word

Extension 2:  Finding and Fixing Snap Word in Our Writing (Unit 3, pg. 87)
● Set students up to edit their own writing for snap words.

Part I: Bringing New Knowledge of Words to Learning Snap Words (Unit 3, pg. 88)
Connection:  Remind students of earlier in the year when they used a flashlight to practice reading
snap words and get them to do this again.

TP: Today I want to teach you that you can turn any word into a snap word.  Then you can read
and write that word in a snap!  And you know what?  When you learn new snap words, you can
bring all you know about words and word parts to help you study those words and learn them by
heart.
~ Make it a Snap Word!

1. Read it!
2. Study it!
3. Spell it!
4. Cover, write, and check it!
5. Use it!

* could, should, would, mother & from



Session 14: Bringing New Knowledge of
Words to Learning Snap Words(Part 2)

Session 15: Using Snap Words to Help
Make and Read Other, Longer, Trickier
Words (Part 1)

Active Engagement/Link:
● Recruit the class to learn another new snap word, again going through the steps.  Coach as

they do with a partner.
● Remind kids that these are the steps they can take to turn words into snap words- and that

from this day forward, whenever they want to write one of their snap words, they can check
themselves using the word wall.

Part II: Bringing New Knowledge of Words to Learning Snap Words (Unit 3, pg. 92)

Rug Time: Channel partners to work together to turn new words into snap words. Voice over the
steps to making a new word a snap word and coach into partnerships as students do this work.

Share: Rally students to add the new snap words onto the word wall and encourage them to use the
word wall when writing snap words.

Extension 1: Play “I Spy” with the Word Wall (Unit 3, pg. 93)
● Play a quick game of “I Spy” to help students review the word wall.

Part I: Using Snap Words to Help Make and Read Other, Longer, Trickier Words (Unit 3, pg. 96)
Connection: Remind students about how they made words using power snap words earlier in the
year.  Ask them to each pick a snap word they think is a power word and try to defend their choice
to their partner.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you go to write or read a word, you can think, “Do I know
a word that is like that word?”  Then you can use the words and parts you do know to help you
read and write words you don’t know.
~How to Write Tricky Words

1. Say the Word



Session 15: Using Snap Words to Help
Make and Read Other, Longer, Trickier
Words (Part 2)

Session 16: Making Contractions with
Not (Part 1)

2. Think, “Do I know a word that is like that word?”
3. Write the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set up students to judge if the snap word you have chosen can help make lots of words by

using that snap word to make other words and writing the new words on the whiteboard.
● Coach in with tips as students use what they know to make new words.  After partnerships

make each word, add the new word to the pocket chart.
● Ask students to judge if the snap word is very helpful or not.  Then reread the list of words

they made and point out the common pattern.

Part II: Using Snap Words to Help Make and Read Other, Longer, Trickier Words (Unit 3, pg. 98)

Rug Time:  Set up students to test the snap word they have chosen to make as many words as
possible on whiteboards.

Share:  Ask partnerships to share the longest word they have made and see if the rest of the club
can find the snap word hidden inside.

Extension 2:  Find Snap Words in Your Just-Right Reading Books! (Unit 3, pg. 100)
● Remind students that the purpose of learning snap words is to help them read.  Set them up

to use their snap word knowledge to read their own book baggies.

Part I: Making Contractions with Not (Unit 3, pg. 101)
Connection:  Remind students of the work they did with contractions in the previous unit. Get
students thinking about the notion of short cuts by asking them to picture a long, circuitous route to
a location in the school and then asking them to figure out a shortcut.

TP: Today I want to teach you that contractions are actually a shortcut that grown-up writers use
all the time.  Grown-ups sometimes shove two words together to make one smushed together word.



Session 16: Making Contractions with
Not (Part 2)

Session 17: A Review of Contractions
(Part 1)

To do that, they take out some letters and leave a little sign to show where they took out the letters.
~How to Make Contractions

1. Look at the Two Words
2. Scrunch the Parts Together
3. Add the Apostrophe
4. Read the Contraction

Active Engagement/Link:  Display a few partnerships of words that can make contractions. Ask
students to figure out what contraction is made from putting together each partnership of words.

Part II: Making Contractions with Not (Unit 3, pg. 103)
Rug Time:  Give rug clubs different contractions and let them figure out the words that create the
contractions.

Share: Rally kids to call out base words for contractions using are and not.  Put these contractions
on the word wall.
*Snap Word - don’t

Extension 2:  Solving a Riddle, Using Everything You Know About Words (Unit 3, pg. 105)
● Introduce another nonfiction riddle that requires kids to use all their phonics knowledge-

endings, phonograms, sight words, contractions, and more.

Part I: A Review of Contractions (Unit 3, pg. 106)
Connection: Compliment students on their hard work. Then let them know that since their unit is
coming to an end, it is almost time for an even bigger celebration- a tournament of word games!

TP: Today I want to teach you that many people who study phonics say that a great way to get
stronger at phonics is to play word games.  These games help you to have fun with words and to
think hard about words, which helps you to get stronger at reading and writing those words!
~How to Play Word Games



Session 17: A Review of Contractions
(Part 2)

Session 18: Celebration (Part 1)

1. Listen to the Directions
2. Watch the Demo
3. Teach Your Partner
4. Play the Game

Active Engagement/Link:
● With a volunteer student as your opponent, show students how to play “Contraction Pick

Up.”
● Ask students to teach their partner how to play the game you just modeled.
● Show students how to play a second game, “Contraction Match.”
● Ask students to teach their partner how to play the game you just modeled.  Ask rug clubs to

discuss which game they want to play first.

Part II: A Review of Contractions (Unit 3, pg. 106)

Rug Time: Hand out sets of cards to each rug club and let them start playing the contraction
games.

Share:  Ask students to think about some of their favorite games from this unit (and past units) that
they might play at tomorrow’s tournament of word games.

Extension 1:  Word Part Pick Up (Unit 3, pg. 108)
● Teach students a new game they can play to practice reading familiar word parts, inspired

by the one they learned today.

Extension 2:  “Guess My Rule”  with the Word Wall (Unit 3, pg. 109)
● Remind students of a familiar game.  Channel them to play the game using everything

they’ve learned about words.

Part I: Celebration (Unit 3, pg. 110)
Connection:  Rally children to get ready to show off all they’ve learned about words and word
parts- and celebrate!



Session 18: Celebration (Part 2)

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you work hard and learn a lot, it’s important to take some
time to celebrate!  One way to celebrate all you know about words is to play some word games.
~How to Play Word Games in the Tournament

1. Choose a Game
2. Talk About How to Play
3. Play the Game

Active Engagement/Link: Invite students to choose a game to play today to celebrate their phonics
and word-solving skills.

Part II: Celebration (Unit 3, pg. 112)

Rug Time: Coach in to students as they play their games.  Suggest tips on reading directions,
keeping score, and choosing games.

Share: Set up kids to share how they think they got better at knowing more about words in this
unit.

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Segment words into syllables.
● Segment syllables into onset and rime or individual phonemes.
● Use knowledge of letter sound relationships to monitor word-solving accuracy.
● Use known word parts to solve unknown larger words.
● Read and use words with inflectional endings -ing, -ed, - s, -es, -er.
● Learn conventions for adding the ending -ing to  CVCe words.
● Use familiar word parts including blends, digraphs, phonograms, and inflectional endings to read one and two syllable words.
● Use familiar word parts including blends, digraphs, phonograms, and inflectional endings to spell multisyllabic words.
● Recognize and read simple contractions (formed with am, are, is, not).
● Break down simple contractions into the words that comprise them.
● Identify the long vowel sounds Y can make at the end of a word.
● Recognize phonogram patterns.
● Develop and use strategies for learning high-frequency words.



● Locate and read high-frequency words in text.
● Edit high-frequency words in writing.
● Use accumulated phonics andword knowledge to play a variety of word games.

Phonics Workshop Grade:  1
Unit 4: Word Builders:  Using Vowel Teams to Build Big Words

Unit Description:  Word Builders:  Using Vowel Teams to Build Big Words
This is a unit steeped in play, and we expect children will actually have a lot of fun taking on the challenge of learning more about
vowels.  “Let’s go, let’s go,” you’ll sing in the first session of this unit.  “It’s time to work. Let’s go!”  And then you’ll send them off to
take on the role of a word builder, using familiar word parts to build new words.  Being a word builder then becomes the theme for the
rest of this unit, as children learn more about vowel teams, one of the most important parts they need to read and write.

This concept of rising to the challenge of taking on big jobs and working hard will support the strategies that you teach readers in Bend
II of Readers Have Bigs Jobs to Do:  Fluency, Phonics, and Comprehension in the Units of Study for Teaching Reading as they learn to
tackle multisyllabic words by breaking them up and looking out for familiar word parts.  Students will frequently bring their books to
phonics workshop to try out some new work in the context of their independent reading.  Tools from phonics workshop will get stored
in children’s book baggies, and your shared reading text from reading workshop will get used in whole new ways within phonics
workshop.  You’ll also see references to your writing work across this unit as children use what they know about vowel teams to edit
class poems, take out their own writing to edit for the features they are learning, read poems searching for vowel teams, and sing songs
to remind them of the jobs they are doing.

In Bend I, you’ll launch this unit by introducing the theme of becoming word builders and then send your students off to do some actual
building.   Using snap cubes with word parts such as blends, digraphs, endings, and phonograms written on them, children will get to
work constructing words, and challenge themselves to build longer, bigger words.  Alongside your teaching about vowel teams in this
first bend, you’ll also introduce a new set of high-frequency words.  This first bend ends by introducing a tool used for the remainder of
the unit- a vowel team linking chart.  Bend II tackles a whole different group of vowel teams, ones that need to be explicitly taught.
Your vowel team link chart plays an especially important role in this bend.  You’ll want to keep it up to date and refer to it often so kids
know where they can look to help them remember the sounds represented by these vowel teams.  In Bend III, children learn about less
common vowel teams OI, OY, EW, UE, AW and AU.  These were grouped together because like the vowel teams taught in Bend II, these



also need to be explicitly taught.  Across the course of the bend, these vowel teams are taught in pairs that represent the same sound.
The unit ends with a celebration where you’ll reveal Rasheed’s big plan to build not just a house or a building, but a whole town made
out of words- Vowel Town.

NJ Student Learning  Standards
Language
L.1.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
A. Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
B. Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
C. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop).
D. Use personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
E. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.gYesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).
F. Use frequently occurring adjectives.
G. Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
H. Use determiners (e.g., articles, demonstratives).
I. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward).
J. Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to
prompts.
L.1.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.
A. Capitalize dates and names of people.
B. Use end punctuation for sentences.
C. Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
D. Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
E. Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.
A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use frequently occurring affixes and inflection (e.g., -ed, -s, - ing, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, - less) as a clue to the meaning of a word.
C. Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).



L.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships and nuances in
word meanings.
A. Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
B. Define words by category and by one or more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes).
C. Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that are cozy).
D. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing
in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them or by acting out the meanings.
L.1.6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using
frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
Reading Foundation Skills
RF.1.1. Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
A. Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., first word, capitalization, ending punctuation).
RF.1.2. Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a
vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
A. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
B. Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
C. Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
D. Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).
RF.1.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
A. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that represent one sound).
B. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
C. Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
D. Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.
E. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables using knowledge that every syllable must
have a vowel sound.
RF.1.4. Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.
Reading Informational Text
RI.1.4. Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.
RI.1.10. With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above.
Reading Literature Text



RL.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RL.1.2. Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
RL.1.3. Describe characters, settings, and major event(s) in a story, using key details.
RL.1.4. Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
RL.1.7. Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.
RL.1.10. With prompting and support, read and comprehend stories and poetry at grade level text complexity or above.
Speaking and Listening
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion.
SL.1.2. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3. Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not
understood.
SL.1.4. Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.5. Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
SL.1.6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Writing
W.1.1. Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason
for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of
closure.
W.1.3. Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what
happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-reflection,
and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
ELL Standards

Enduring Understandings/Goals Essential Questions

http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u4.pdf


Students will understand that…
❏ Readers need to be flexible when solving words with

vowel teams.
❏ Writers use their knowledge about vowel teams to spell

tricky words.
❏ High-frequency words can be used to learn more about

words.

❏ How do readers use their knowledge about vowel teams to
solve tricky words?

❏ How do writers use their knowledge about vowel teams to
spell tricky words?

❏ How can we use high-frequency words to help us grow our
knowledge about vowel teams?

Professional Resources Evidence of Learning (Assessments)
● A Guide to the Phonics Units of Study - K-1 by Lucy Calkins & Natalie

Louis
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Word Builders:  Using Vowel Teams To Build Big Words by Lucy Calkins,
Havilah Jespersen, Elizabeth Franco & Jennifer Sutter

● Units of Study Online Resources
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website

Phonics Assessment Timeline
● Vowel Teams Phonic Blending
● Teachers College Running Records
● TCRWP Grade 1 Writing On Demand Assessment

Suggestions for Differentiation Mentor Texts
● Assessment If/Then Guide
● Cumulative Review Lessons
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Project Read Manuals & Resources
● Integrated accommodations and modifications for special

education students, English language learners,  students at
risk of school failure, gifted and talented students and
students with 504 plans

● “Greetings from New York City”
● “The Rain is Falling”
● “Word Builder Song”
● “My New Home”
● Tumbleweed Stew by Susan Crummel
● Goldilocks and the Three Bears
● The Three Billy Goats Gruff
● The Three Little Pigs

http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HrXup_OOa3K7_arAiDPywVK_YFi7WGggbfwRXAdzVsU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1djDDYhMmIBdhjx9aq1wIRkiQ2Yy7qyOh/view?usp=sharing
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nn2nySBRY1Lu3rdcILNsd3DJ1iAG903I/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J92k7Dn51hm5Y2zNUwV2bbcjMRBA4AkN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1McBvImyy0J1zWUImkXqHDUTXTGPnTAHH/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing


Interdisciplinary Connections Technology Integration
 ●  Engage in  Songs to Help Kids Remember Phonics Principles & Rules
 ●  Interactive Writing -Co-Create Charts Outlining New Skills, Signs &  Edit
 Writing Pieces
 ● Independent Reading & Writing
 ● Partner Reading & Writing
● Shared Reading Experiences: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in
Social Studies, Science, The Arts, and Mathematics
 ● Word Hunts: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in Social Studies,
Science, The Arts, and Mathematics

● Google Slides Digital Blending Board Templates
● Google Slides Digital Sound Cards
● Jamboard Templates
● Snap Word Review Games
● Seesaw Vowel Town Video for Rasheed (Digital Portfolio Entry)

Media Literacy Integration
Global Perspectives

● Use multiple forms of print media (including books,
illustrations/photographs/artwork, video clips, commercials, podcasts,
audiobooks, newspapers, magazines & signs)

● Using Environmental Print as a Spell Resource
● Creating Signs for the School
● Creating Vowel Town Digital Portfolio Explanations
● Practice Reading Skills

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

21st Century Themes (as applies to content area): Integration of 21st Century Skills

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Bend Teaching Points
Bend I: We Are Word
Builders
Session 1: We Are Word Builders
(Part 1)

Part I: We Are Word Builders (Unit 4, pg. 2)
Connection: Welcome students to the unit with a story about a construction site.  Tell them that
builders put little parts together to make something big, just as your students can put little parts
together to make big words.

TP: Today I want to teach you that you have a really important job to do in phonics workshop.  It’s
your job to learn the little parts that words are made of and use those parts to build something big-
longer words, longer sentences, and even longer stories!  It’s your job to be a word builder.
~How to Build Words

1. Study the Word Parts

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zfb7czztyw9ZOMLYd8lbSZTPzABQSJd2?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QblkwgbK61fkDOiIDJC88gf1IoTdjVvi?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1X-gbJDdBdn4SYMcKyC3U6lYUrfVGj2DM?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QblkwgbK61fkDOiIDJC88gf1IoTdjVvi?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d1eI0QHd3k-Zrv2294bOlEtrxk5gKeVY?usp=sharing
https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_activity?share_token=tKarS5cuQsCSlbXY_z_eOQ&prompt_id=prompt.d87f9069-8516-4fea-a41e-8866bd6937f9


Session 1: We Are Word Builders
(Part 2)

Session 2: Word Builders Pay Attention
to Vowel Teams (Part 1)

2. Think, “What parts can I connect to build a word?”
3. Connect the Parts
4. Say the Word

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set students up to build words with a partner.  Suggest a word part for them to begin with

and offer tips as they think about parts they could add on to make words.
● Use the word you built in a sentence and clap its syllables.  Then remind students that little

parts can fit together in lots of ways to build bigger words.

Part II: We Are Word Builders (Unit 4, pg. 5)

Rug Time:  Organize students into rug clubs and distribute a toolbox for building words to each
club.  Coach students while they work together to build as many words as they can using their
cubes.

Share:  Tell the class that word builders can do demolition to words, too.  When they find long
words in their reading, they can break them into smaller parts to solve them.

Extension 3: Learning Four New Snap Words (Unit 4, pg. 8)
● wait, easy, away & each
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Part I: Word Builders Pay Attention to Vowel Teams (Unit 4, pg. 10)
Connection: Help children see that word builders need to pay attention to the middles of words, not
just to beginnings and endings.

TP: Today I want to teach you that word builders pay careful attention to what’s in the middle of a
word.  They especially watch out for vowel teams, like EE and EA.
~How to Build Words with Vowel Teams



Session 2: Word Builders Pay Attention
to Vowel Teams (Part 2)

Session 3: Digging Up Discoveries
About Vowel Teams (Part 1)

1. Say the Word
2. Listen to the Parts
3. Think, “What sound does this vowel team make? ”
4. Build the Word Part by Part
5. Do a Slow Check

Active Engagement/Link: Ask children to help you break off and add word parts to make new
words, continuing to use the EA vowel team in the middle of those words.

Part II: Word Builders Pay Attention to Vowel Teams (Unit 4, pg. 13)

Rug Time:  Set up clubs to build “secret words” using cubes labeled with word parts.

Share:  Invite students to read words, paying attention to vowel teams in the middle, and then
sorting the words by vowel team.  Alert kids that some words may not have a vowel team at all.

Extension 1: A Challenge from the Super Secret Detective Agency:  Find Words with EE or EA in
Their Message (Unit 4, pg. 14)

● Read aloud a letter from the SSDA and challenge students to find all twelve words with EE
or EA, paying special attention to the middles of words.

Part I: Digging Up Discoveries About Vowel Teams (Unit 4, pg. 16)
Connection: Discover that the class mascot has gone on a trip, revealing a letter that asks the class
to dig up more information about vowel teams.

TP: Today I want to teach you how vowel teams work together to make a long sound.
~How to Read Words with Vowel Teams

1. Study the Word
2. Find the Vowel Team



Session 3: Digging Up Discoveries
About Vowel Teams (Part 2)

Session 4: Word Builders Use Vowel
Teams and Word Parts (Part 1)

3. Think, “What sound does this vowel team make? ”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Do a Slow Check

Active Engagement/Link:  Channel partners to explore vowel teams in the words wait and plain and
to continue to figure out how vowel teams work.

Part II: Digging Up Discoveries About Vowel Teams (Unit 4, pg. 19)

Rug Time:  Rally rug clubs to explore the inquiry questions and study words with vowel teams EA,
AI, and OA from word baggies.
Share:  Discovering a New Vowel Team:  OA

● Guide children to study the vowel team OA, and to figure out how the vowels work together
to make a long O sound.

Extension 1:  Word Builders Use Notebooks, Too! (Unit 4, pg. 21)
● Invite children to be on the lookout for words with vowel teams- and keep a collection of

these words in their notebooks.

Part I: Word Builders Use Vowel Teams and Word Parts (Unit 4, pg. 23)
Connection:  Tell children that Rasheed has sent some pictures and needs help building the words.
Remind kids that they can use all the word parts they know- letters, blends, digraphs, endings, and
vowel teams.
TP: Today I want to teach you that word builders can use vowel teams to help build words.  When
you hear a long vowel sound in the middle, you can stop and think, “Would a vowel team help me
build this word?”
~How to Spell Words with Vowel Teams



Session 4: Word Builders Use Vowel
Teams and Word Parts (Part 2)

1. Say the Word
2. Listen to the Parts
3. Think, “What sound does this vowel team make? ”
4. Spell the Word Part by Part
5. Do a Slow Check

Active Engagement/Link:  Work with children to build the word paint, listening to letter sounds,
stretching out the word, and identifying the vowel team, AI.

Part II: Word Builders Use Vowel Teams and Word Parts (Unit 4, pg. 25)

Rug Time:  Set up rug clubs to build words by studying pictures and using their phonics tools.
Share:  Spelling with a Familiar Vowel Team, AY

● Remind students that they can build words with long A sounds with a silent E or with vowel
teams AI or AY.  Work with them to build the words spray and rain.

Extension 1:  More Practice with the Phonograms -ail and -ain (Unit 4, pg. 27)
● Students will co-create an anchor chart that features words with the ai vowel team.

Extension 2:  Giving Directions on a Construction Site:  Adding New High-Frequency Words to the
Word Wall (Unit 4, pg. 28)

● near, need, next & last
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Extension 3:  Assessing CVVC Knowledge:  Applying the CVVC Principle to Write a Sentence
(Unit 4, pg. 28)

● Use a dictated sentence to conduct a quick assessment of the CVVC principle.



Session 5: Watching Out for Words that
Don’t Work the Same Way (Part 1)

Session 5: Watching Out for Words that
Don’t Work the Same Way (Part 2)

Part I: Watching Out for Words that Don’t Work the Same Way (Unit 4, pg. 30)
Connection:  Invite children to sing “Be a Reading Boss”

TP: Today I want to teach you that reading bosses make decisions!  Whenever you spot a vowel
team in a tough word, it’s decision time.  You might have to try the vowel sound a few different
ways, listening for a word that makes sense and sounds right.
~How to be a Reading Boss

1. Study the Word
2. Find the Vowel Team
3. Think, “How am I going to try this vowel? ”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Think, “Does it make sense and sound right?”

Active Engagement/Link:
● Invite the class to join you in a shared reading of a postcard from Rasheed, using their

knowledge of vowel teams to figure out words like greetings, been, nearly, street, learn, roads,
and train.

● Guide children to read the word been, pointing out how not all words and vowel teams work
the same way. They should check the words to make sure they make sense and sound right.

Part II: Watching Out for Words that Don’t Work the Same Way (Unit 4, pg. 33)

Rug Time: Set up partners to read the rest of Rasheed’s postcard, focusing on words with vowel
teams they’ve been studying, EE, EA, AI, AY, and OA.  Coach kids to stop at vowel teams to make a
decision about their sounds.

Share: Using Interactive Writing to Make a Warning Sign
● Channel students to reread Rasheed’s postcard together and study a few words with vowel

teams.  Point out words they need to watch out for, such as said and been.

Extension 1:  Reading Workshop Word Hunt (Unit 4, pg. 35)



Session 6: Word Builders Need Powerful
Tools to Get the Job Done (Part 1)

Session 6: Word Builders Need Powerful
Tools to Get the Job Done (Part 2)

● Channel students to collect words with vowel teams that make the long-vowel sound and
other sounds by looking through their independent reading books and practicing decoding
these words.

Extension 2:  Add a New Snap Word to the Class Word Wall:  Been (Unit 4, pg. 35)
● been
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach the word

Part I: Word Builders Need Powerful Tools to Get the Job Done (Unit 4, pg. 37)
Connection:  Rally children to quickly reflect on everything they’ve learned about vowel teams and
to teach each other.

TP: Today I want to teach you that builders need tools to get the job done. You can use a chart to
remember the sounds vowel teams usually make to help you read and write tough words.
~How to Create a Vowel Team Chart

1. Write a Vowel Team
2. Write a Word with the Vowel Team
3. Underline the Vowel Team
4. Draw a Picture to Match the Word

Active Engagement/Link:  Channel partners to think of AI and AY words, then write and draw
anchor words.

Part II: Word Builders Need Powerful Tools to Get the Job Done (Unit 4, pg. 39)

Rug Time: Invite partners to read a book from a book baggie, looking for vowel teams.  Remind
them to use the “Vowel Teams” chart.

Share: Work with children to use their vowel team knowledge and tools to fix misspelled words in a



poem about rain.

Extension 1:  Creating Individualized Linking Charts for Vowel Teams (Unit 4, pg. 41)
● Invite partners to create their own “Vowel Teams” charts to help solve tough words in their

own books.

Extension 2:  What’s My Mystery Word? (Unit 4, pg. 42)
● Teach students a game in which they give clues to a partner to figure out a mystery snap

word.
● Give each partnership ten blank index cards and a copy of the word wall.

Extension 3:  A Toolbox Celebration:  Tools Help Word Builders Get the Job Done! (Unit 4, pg. 43)
● Rally partners to gather all their word study tools and teach each other how to use the tools

for reading and writing.

Bend II: Building Words
with Trickier Parts:
Studying Vowel Teams
that Make Two Sounds

Session 7: Vowel Teams Can Make New
Sounds (Part 1)

Part I: Vowel Teams Can Make New Sounds (Unit 4, pg. 47)
Connection:  Invite children to sing a song about word building. Then rally them to learn a new
vowel team.

TP: Today I want to teach you that some vowel teams work in special ways.  Instead of a long vowel
sound, vowel teams like OU work together to make a new sound. OU usually makes the sound /ou/.
~How to Read Words with OU

1. Study the Word
2. Find OU
3. Think, “What sound does OU make? ”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Do a Slow Check



Session 7: Vowel Teams Can Make New
Sounds (Part 2)

Session 8: Using OU and OW to Learn
New Snap Words (Part 1)

Active Engagement/Link:  Recruit children to break apart words with OU in the middle and put
them back together to figure out what they say.

Part II: Vowel Teams Can Make New Sounds (Unit 4, pg. 49)

Rug Time:  Channel children to hunt for OU words in their books from their book baggies and
write them on Post-its.

Share:  Adding an OU Word and Picture to the “Vowel Teams” Chart
● Ask children to think of OU words that might be added to the linking chart.  Then choose

one example and invite kids to draw and write the OU word with a magic pen.

Extension 1 : Building Words with OU Phonograms (Unit 4, pg. 51)
● Invite children to build OU words by noticing word patterns and using word parts such as

digraphs, blends and endings using whiteboards and markers.

Extension 2:  Sort Words from Session 7, Extension 1, into Common Phonograms (Unit 4, pg. 51)
● Channel students to listen closely to notice word endings and identify similar patterns.  Then

re-sort the words on your pocket chart based on phonogram patterns such as -ouch, -oud
and -ound.

Part I: Using OU and OW to Learn New Snap Words (Unit 4, pg. 53)
Connection: Show how OU isn’t the only vowel team that makes the /ou/ sound.

TP: Today I want to teach you that there are two ways to make the /ou/ sound in a word, OU and
OW.  You can use these parts to read and write lots of new words.  You can even use these parts to
help you turn new words into snap words!
~How to Read Words with OU or OW

1. Study the Word
2. Find OU or OW



Session 8: Using OU and OW to Learn
New Snap Words (Part 2)

Session 9: Investigating the Sounds of
OW and OU (Part 1)

3. Think, “What sound does OU/OW make? ”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Do a Slow Check

Active Engagement/Link: Invite students to read “My New Home” along with you, looking for
words with OU or OW, studying those words, and spelling them.

Part II: Using OU and OW to Learn New Snap Words (Unit 4, pg. 55)

Rug Time: Set children up to write the snap words they just learned on whiteboards.
*about, down, house & our

Share: Reading and Learning More Words with OU and OW
● Rally children to use the OU and OW vowel teams to review snap words and learn new

words.

Extension 1:  Adding Word Endings to Build New Words (Unit 4, pg. 57)
● Channel children to make new words by using words they know and adding endings,

keeping in mind that not all endings make real words.

Extension 2: Using Snap Words to Build New Words with OU and OW (Unit 4, pg. 58)
● Explain to students that they can continue to study vowel teams OU and OW by creating

phonogram charts in their notebooks.  They can use word wall words such as out and down
to get started.

Part I: Investigating the Sounds of OW and OU (Unit 4, pg. 59)
Connection: Read aloud a letter from Rasheed and show his two photos of exactly the same
screwdriver. Point out that one tool can do two different jobs.



Session 9: Investigating the Sounds of
OW and OU (Part 2)

Session 10: The Two Sounds of OO
(Part 1)

TP: Today I want to teach you that OW can make two different sounds.
~How to Read Words with OW

1. Study the Word
2. Find OW
3. Think, “What sounds does OW make?”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Think, “Does it make sense and sound right?”

Active Engagement/Link:  Channel partners to find OW words in sentences and figure out how the
words sound, like/ou/ in flower or /o/ in know.

Part II: Investigating the Sounds of OW and OU (Unit 4, pg. 62)

Rug Time:  Invite rug clubs to read sentences from baggies with words with OW and figure out how
to say those words, trying both /ou/ or /o/ sounds and thinking about what makes sense.

Share:  Work with students to figure out the different sounds OU can make in different words using
the shared reading text: Tumbleweed Stew.

Extension 1: Turning Know into a Snap Word (Unit 4, pg. 63)
● know
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach the word

Part I: The Two Sounds of OO (Unit 4, pg. 65)
Connection:  Invite children to play a game to listen closely to words, especially the middle.  Say the
words school, room, book, and moon and challenge kids to identify which word sounds different in
the middle.

TP: Today I want to teach you that the vowel team OO makes two sounds, /oo/ like moon and /oo/
like book.
~How to Read Words with OO



Session 10: The Two Sounds of OO
(Part 2)

1. Study the Word
2. Find OO
3. Think, “What sounds does OO make?”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Think, “Does it make sense and sound right?”

Active Engagement/Link: Play another round of the OO word game, channeling partners to listen
closely and signal each other when they hear a word that doesn’t belong in a group of OO words.
Sort these words on your pocket chart.

Part II: The Two Sounds of OO (Unit 4, pg. 68)

Rug Time:  Rally children to be the boss of their own learning.  Channel clubs to study each word
from their baggies, listening for the OO vowel sound in the middle, then sorting word cards into
two piles for words that sound like moon and book.

Share:  Recognizing Common Phonograms in OO Words
● Channel students to review words sorted by OO sounds.
● Challenge students to sort OO words in a different way, asking them to notice phonogram

patterns and checking to see if the words look the same and sound the same.

Extension 1: Making the Word School into a Snap Word (Unit 4, pg. 70)
● school
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach the word

Extension 2: Generating More Words to Add to the List of OO Phonograms (Unit 4, pg. 70)
● Remind children that when they make more OO words using phonogram patterns, they

should make sure the new words sound the same and look the same.

Extension 3: Updating Individualized “Vowel Teams” Link Charts (Unit 4, pg. 71)
● Invite partners to add to their personal “Vowel Teams” charts to help solve tough words in

their own books.



Session 11: Reviewing Vowel Teams to
Build New Words (Part 1)

Session 11: Reviewing Vowel Teams to
Build New Words (Part 2)

Part I: Reviewing Vowel Teams to Build New Words (Unit 4, pg. 72)
Connection: Examine Rasheed’s photos and discover that builders create different buildings in
different ways.  Connect this to the idea that vowels work in different ways, too.

TP: Today I want to teach you that there isn’t just one way vowel teams work.  Word builders need
to use everything they know, trying vowels more than one way, when they read and when they
write.
~How to Read Words with Vowel Teams

1. Study the Word
2. Find the Vowel Team
3. Think, “What sounds does this vowel team make? ”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Think, “Does it make sense and sound right?”

Active Engagement/Link:  Elicit from children what they know about special vowel teams OO, OU
and OW.  Remind them to use tools like the “Vowel teams” chart and the word wall to help them
read and write words with these vowel teams.

Part II: Reviewing Vowel Teams to Build New Words (Unit 4, pg. 74)

Rug Time:  Channel partners to identify each picture, and listen to the sounds they hear across the
whole word, especially the vowel team in the middle.  Then ask kids to write down each word on
whiteboards and do a slow check.

Share: Encourage students to be their own word inspectors, inspecting their own writing and
listening to and looking for vowels in their words.

Extension 2: Vowel Team Match Up (Unit 4, pg. 76)
● Rally children to play a game using their vowel team charts to remember the vowel teams

and sounds they’ve learned so far in this unit.



Bend IIY: Provisioning
Our Toolboxes with
Vowel Teams that Make
the Same Sound

Session 12: OI and OY:  Two Vowel
Teams, One Sound (Part 1)

Session 12: OI and OY:  Two Vowel
Teams, One Sound (Part 2)

Part I: OI and OY:  Two Vowel Teams, One Sound (Unit 4, pg. 80)
Connection:  Explain that Rasheed has a blueprint of his next project to build something new and if
students want to help him, they’ll need to fill up their toolbox with more vowel team parts.

TP: Today I want to teach you that two different vowel teams can make the same sound.  OI and
OY make the sound /oi/.
~How to Write Words with OI or OY

1. Say the Word
2. Listen for Where You Hear the /oi/ Sound
3. Think, “Should I use OI or OY to spell the /oi/ sound? ”
4. Spell the Word Part by Part
5. Do a Slow Check

Active Engagement/Link: Work with students to use OY and OI in writing new words, toy and
choice on whiteboards.  Remind them to say each word slowly, listening for the /oi/ sound, and using
the linking chart to help choose OY or OI as they write the words.

Part II: OI and OY:  Two Vowel Teams, One Sound (Unit 4, pg. 83)

Rug Time:  Channel children to work with clubmates to figure out how to spell new OI and OY
words on whiteboards using words from baggies.

Share:  Partners peer-edit with pieces from their writing folders using the “Vowel Teams” chart.

Extension 1: Learning New Snap Words that Rhyme (Unit 4, pg. 84)
● much, such, two, who



Session 13: Helpful Clues for Vowel
Teams EW and UE (Part 1)

Session 13: Helpful Clues for Vowel
Teams EW and UE (Part 2)

● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Extension 2:  Watching out for Vowels that Team Up with Y (AY, OY, EY) (Unit 4, pg. 85)
● Guide students to think about how EY works in words like key.
● Rally children to play a game to act out words that end in -ey, like hockey or turkey.

Part I: Helpful Clues for Vowel Teams EW and UE (Unit 4, pg. 86)
Connection: Read aloud a letter from Rasheed urging the class to learn two new vowel teams that
make the /oo/ sound.

TP: Today I want to teach you that different vowel teams can make the same sound.  EW and UE
make the sound /oo/, like in the words stew and blue.
~How to Read Words with EW and UE

1. Study the Word
2. Find EW or UE
3. Think, “What sound does EW/UE make?”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Think, “Does it make sense and sound right?”

Active Engagement/Link: Channel students to see how vowel teams EW and UE work in blue and
crew.

Part II: Helpful Clues for Vowel Teams EW and UE (Unit 4, pg. 89)

Rug Time:  Challenge partners to find more EW and UE words in Rasheed’s poem

Share: Reread the poem together.  Then point out all words with EW and UE from the poem,
adding them to the appropriate column on the chart paper.  Choose one word to represent each
team on the “Vowel Teams” linking chart.



Session 14: Word Builders Look Out and
Listen Up to Use the Right Vowel Team
(Part 1)

Session 14: Word Builders Look Out and
Listen Up to Use the Right Vowel Team
(Part 2)

Extension 1: Adding to Your High-Frequency Word Bank: Learning the Word Few (Unit 4, pg. 91)
● few
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach the word

Part I: Word Builders Look Out and Listen Up to Use the Right Vowel Team (Unit 4, pg. 93)
Connection: Tell children a story about mixing up tools to build a bookcase, choosing the wrong one
for the job.  Relate that to mixing up vowel teams.

TP: Today I want to teach you that word builders need to look out and listen up when they read and
write with vowel teams.  You’ll need to pay attention because vowel teams can sound the same, but
look different.
~How to Write Words With Vowel Teams

1. Say the Word
2. Listen for the Vowel Sound
3. Think, “What vowel teams make that sound?”
4. Test Out Two Ways
5. Pick the One that Looks Right

Active Engagement/Link:
● Invite children to share tips about vowel teams that are important to remember as they

write.  Then suggest how they might write a warning sign for writing workshop.
● Ask kids to try writing the first word for the sign, vowels, reminding them to think about

which vowel team to use, OW or OU.
● Continue sharing the pen to write the rest of the warning sign, asking children to choose

vowel teams that might be confused with another vowel team, such as OI/OY, EW/UE,
OU/OW, AI/AY, and EA/EE.

Part II: Word Builders Look Out and Listen Up to Use the Right Vowel Team (Unit 4, pg. 95)



Session 15: Adding to Our Toolbox:
Vowel Teams AW and AU (Part 1)

Rug Time:  Channel partners to edit their writing workshop pieces, looking out and listening up for
vowel teams as they edit.  Post the new interactive warning sign and remind kids to refer to it.

Share:  Compliment writers on all the good moves they’re making with vowel teams as they edit
their writing.  Then ask partners to share the writing they edited with their rug club.

Extension 1:  Adding to Individualized “Vowel Teams” Charts (Unit 4, pg. 96)
● Invite partners to add to their personal “Vowel Teams” charts to help solve tough words in

their own books.

Part I: Adding to Our Toolbox:  Vowel Teams AW and AU (Unit 4, pg. 98)
Connection: Tell children little bits of a story.  Invite them to predict what happens next by giving
them sound clues.  Highlight the importance of listening carefully to vowel teams.

TP: Today I want to teach you what when you hear that aww sound in a word, it’s usually made by
the vowel teams AW or AU.
~How to Build Words with the Aww Sound

1. Say the Word
2. Listen for the Aww Sound
3. Think, “What vowel teams make that sound?”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Think, “Does it make sense and sound right?”

Active Engagement/Link: Rally children to build some new words with AW and AU.  Ask kids to
listen to the words in sentences, say and write the words, act them out, and build new words that
are similar.



Session 15: Adding to Our Toolbox:
Vowel Teams AW and AU (Part 2)

Session 16: Learning New Snap Words
and Making New Words with IGH
(Part 1)

Part II: Adding to Our Toolbox:  Vowel Teams AW and AU (Unit 4, pg. 101)

Rug Time: Rally rug clubs to play a game with AW and AU words.  Partners can act out a word,
then clubmates can try to guess it.

Share:  Remind students how it’s important to look carefully at vowel teams when they’re figuring
out words.

Extension 1: Making Because into a Snap Word and Adding It to the Word Wall (Unit 4, pg. 102)
● because
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach the word

Extension 2:  Making Snap Word Sentences (Unit 4, pg. 103)
● Rally students to compose a variety of sentences with snap words they had learned in earlier

sessions.

Part I: Learning New Snap Words and Making New Words with IGH (Unit 4, pg. 105)
Connection:  Reintroduce a few familiar stories, such as Goldilocks and the Three Bears, that refer
to three characters in the title.

TP: Today I want to teach you that letters can work in groups of three. I, G, and H team up to make
the long vowel sound /i/.
~How to Read Words with IGH

1. Study the Word
2. Find IGH
3. Think, “What sound does IGH make?”
4. Sound Out the Word Part by Part
5. Think, “Does it make sense and sound right?”

*Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach high

Active Engagement/Link: Channel partners to use what they learned about IGH and make might



Session 16: Learning New Snap Words
and Making New Words with IGH
(Part 2)

Session 17: Building Vowel Town
(Part 1)

into a snap word.
*Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach might

Part II: Learning New Snap Words and Making New Words with IGH (Unit 4, pg. 107)

Rug Time:  Rally rug clubs to use IGH and words like high and might to build new words.

Share:  Channel students to draw and write the IGH word light to add to the “Vowel Teams” chart.

Extension 2:  Listening for Syllables (Unit 4, pg. 109)
● Invite students to tap, clap or snap syllables in single and multisyllabic words.

Part I: Building Vowel Town (Unit 4, pg. 110)
Connection: Announce Rasheed’s big news to your students.  He wants to share some building
plans, so they can build something really big together- a whole town!

TP: Today I want to teach you that word builders gather up all their tools and all their parts to get
the job done. You can look and listen for parts you know, like vowel teams, to solve enough words to
fill a whole town.
~How to Build A Vowel Town

1. Read the Word Part by Part
2. Draw a Picture to Match the Word
3. Label the Picture

Active Engagement/Link: Guide students to study the word roads on the blueprint.  Demonstrate
drawing and spelling the words roads and train tracks. Then ask partners to read and write the next
pair of words.



Session 17: Building Vowel Town
(Part 2)

Part II: Building Vowel Town (Unit 4, pg. 112)

Rug Time:  Rally children to work together to solve their blueprint words and to draw and label
each word, using their knowledge of vowel teams and word parts.  Then ask them to add their
words and drawings to the class map of Vowel Town.

Share:  Commend your students for using all they’ve learned about vowel teams and word parts to
build Vowel Town.  Convey Rasheed’s message that they’ll be word builders forever and ever!

Skills (Students will be able to…)

● Use proper language conventions to write a sentence, including capitals and end punctuation.
● Segment single-syllable words.
● Change the beginning, ending, or middle phoneme to make a new word.
● Hear and connect rhyming words.
● Identify and read words with inconsistent but common spelling-sound correspondences.
● Use knowledge of long-vowel CVVC patterns to decode new words.
● Use knowledge of common long-vowel patterns (EE, EA, AI, and OA), as well as digraphs, blends, andinflected endings to

write words.
● Use known parts, including blends, digraphs, common phonograms, and endings, to build single and multisyllabic words.
● Decode single and multisyllabic words using common long vowel patterns EE and EA, digraphs, and inflected endings.
● Use knowledge of vowel patterns as well as digraphs, blends, and inflected endings to decode and write words.
● Read and take apart simple compound words.
● Identify blends, digraphs, common endings, and phonograms.
● Distinguish between two common long-vowel patterns, EE and EA, for the long E sound.
● Identify common long vowel patterns EE, EA, AI, and OA.
● Distinguish between two vowel patterns that make the samesound: AI and AY.
● Distinguish between the two sounds one vowel pattern makes for the vowel pattern OW.
● Distinguish between the many sounds one vowel pattern makes for the vowel pattern OU.
● Distinguish between the two sounds one vowel pattern makes for the vowel pattern OO.
● Consolidate learning by writing CVVC words with the vowel teams OU, OW, andOO, as well as digraphs, blends, and endings.
● Distinguish between two vowel patterns that make the samesound: OI and OY.
● Distinguish between two vowel patterns that make the samesound: EW and UE.



● Distinguish between two vowel patterns that make the samesound: AW and AU.
●   Recognize and use letter combinations that represent unique vowel sounds to build and decode words with an IGH pattern.
● Spell snap words with automaticity.
● Review and recognize snap words with automaticity.

Phonics Workshop Grade:  1
Unit 5: Marvelous Bloopers:  Learning Through Wise Mistakes

Unit Description:  Marvelous Bloopers:  Learning Through Wise Mistakes
This unit has been designed to help you teach an assortment of smallish topics that the first-grade curriculum hasn’t addressed and
deserve attention before the year is over:  R-controlled vowels, high frequency words, and capitalization.  This unit celebrates mess ups,
the uh-ohs, and what we lovingly refer to as “marvelous bloopers.”  Bloopers that happen when you are game to learn, when you are
willing to take the risk of trying things you’ve never tried before, knowing that you’ll mess up and then pick yourself up to try once
more.

The first bend focuses on R-controlled vowels.  Used in this way, the term R-controlled vowels encompasses single vowels and vowel
teams and often makes the sound ER, ARE, OR, AIR and EAR.  These sounds are the focus of Bend I.  Your students will learn that
they need to be ultra-aware when writing words and know that if they hear evidence of an R-controlled vowel, they may want to try
spelling that word in several ways, pausing to think which looks better.  Throughout this bend, there are many opportunities for students
to study their own writing, on the lookout for words they are writing that are potential bloopers.  The first bend ends by teaching
students that in addition to learning from their writing bloopers, they can also learn from their reading bloopers.   Children will celebrate



all they learned in the first bend taking part in a “Bossy R” music video dance party, listening for words like part, cart, sport, score,
germ and burn, and dancing around the room as they turn words like cat and spot into other words by wiggling in the letter R.

In Bend II, the focus shifts to studying high-frequency words with the aim of learning them for good.  Of course, the theme remains
dominant- that is, the message that learners aren’t embarrassed by the fact that we make mess ups, but instead, we embrace that we do
so, tell people about it, and learn from them.  Throughout this bend, your students will often go through their stack of high-frequency
words, dividing the stack into words they actually do know in a snap and words they still mess up.  To help your students make
headway with this latter stack of words, you’ll teach them a few tricks.  As the bend progresses, your students will work to thin down
the pile of high-frequency words that they don’t yet know in a snap.  The bend will end by inviting children to regularly check on words
they need to practice.  Children will celebrate the end of Bend II by playing “Snappo,” similar to bingo, but using only snap words.

Bend III shifts the focus to studying capitalization.  You’ll begin by teaching children to observe how writers use capital letters- to
notice capital letters are used at the start of sentences and names.  Then they’ll study bloopers and how to correct them by figuring out
why they make errors, to identify what is specifically wrong, and to figure out what they can learn from their errors.  They’ll continue
this work by playing word games to learn more about capital letters.  This work will culminate with a celebration of the bend and the
unit, as children teach all they’ve learned about capital letters and how to use them correctly to other writers in the school.

NJ Student Learning  Standards
Language
L.1.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
A. Print all upper- and lowercase letters.
B. Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
C. Use singular and plural nouns with matching verbs in basic sentences (e.g., He hops; We hop).
D. Use personal, possessive, and indefinite pronouns (e.g., I, me, my; they, them, their, anyone, everything).
E. Use verbs to convey a sense of past, present, and future (e.gYesterday I walked home; Today I walk home; Tomorrow I will walk
home).
F. Use frequently occurring adjectives.
G. Use frequently occurring conjunctions (e.g., and, but, or, so, because).
H. Use determiners (e.g., articles, demonstratives).
I. Use frequently occurring prepositions (e.g., during, beyond, toward).
J. Produce and expand complete simple and compound declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentences in response to
prompts.
L.1.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.



A. Capitalize dates and names of people.
B. Use end punctuation for sentences.
C. Use commas in dates and to separate single words in a series.
D. Use conventional spelling for words with common spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.
E. Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.
L.1.4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 1 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from an array of strategies.
A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
B. Use frequently occurring affixes and inflection (e.g., -ed, -s, - ing, re-, un-, pre-, -ful, - less) as a clue to the meaning of a word.
C. Identify frequently occurring root words (e.g., look) and their inflectional forms (e.g., looks, looked, looking).
L.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships and nuances in
word meanings.
A. Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
B. Define words by category and by one or more key attributes (e.g., a duck is a bird that swims; a tiger is a large cat with stripes).
C. Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., note places at home that are cozy).
D. Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner (e.g., look, peek, glance, stare, glare, scowl) and adjectives differing
in intensity (e.g., large, gigantic) by defining or choosing them or by acting out the meanings.
L.1.6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to texts, including using
frequently occurring conjunctions to signal simple relationships (e.g., because).
Reading Foundation Skills
RF.1.1. Demonstrate mastery of the organization and basic features of print including those listed under Kindergarten foundation skills.
A. Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence (e.g., first word, capitalization, ending punctuation).
RF.1.2. Demonstrate mastery of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) by using knowledge that every syllable must have a
vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word.
A. Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
B. Orally produce single-syllable words by blending sounds (phonemes), including consonant blends.
C. Isolate and pronounce initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words.
D. Segment spoken single-syllable words into their complete sequence of individual sounds (phonemes).
RF.1.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
A. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant digraphs (two letters that represent one sound).
B. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
C. Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.
D. Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled one-syllable words.



E. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables using knowledge that every syllable must
have a vowel sound.
RF.1.4. Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
A. Read grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
B. Read grade-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.
C. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.
Reading Informational Text
RI.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RI.1.2. Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
RI.1.3. Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
RI.1.4. Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.
RI.1.7. Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
RI.1.10. With prompting and support, read informational texts at grade level text complexity or above.
Reading Literature Text
RL.1.1. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
RL.1.2. Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
RL.1.3. Describe characters, settings, and major event(s) in a story, using key details.
RL.1.4. Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
RL.1.7. Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.
RL.1.10. With prompting and support, read and comprehend stories and poetry at grade level text complexity or above.
Speaking and Listening
SL.1.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
A. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under
discussion).
B. Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
C. Ask questions to clear up any confusion about the topics and texts under discussion.
SL.1.2. Ask and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
SL.1.3. Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or clarify something that is not
understood.
SL.1.4. Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
SL.1.6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
Writing



W.1.1. Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason
for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.2. Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of
closure.
W.1.3. Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what
happened, use temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.
W.1.5. With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions and suggestions from peers and self-reflection,
and add details to strengthen writing and ideas as needed.
ELL Standards

Enduring Understandings/Goals Essential Questions
Students will understand that…
❏ R can change the sound of vowels and vowel teams.
❏ R can make different vowels sound the same as each

other.
❏ Writers use capital letters at the start of sentences, names

of people and places, and dates.

❏ How does R change the sound of vowels and vowel teams?
❏ How does R make different vowels sound the same as each

other?
❏ How do writers use capital letters correctly?

Professional Resources Evidence of Learning (Assessments)
● A Guide to the Phonics Units of Study - K-1 by Lucy Calkins & Natalie

Louis
● Marvelous Bloopers:  Learning Through Wise Mistakes by Lucy Calkins,

Celena Dangler-Larkey, Natalie Louis & Dani Sturtz

Phonics Assessment Timeline
● Snap Words
● Developmental Spelling
● Teachers College Running Records
● TCRWP Grade 1 Writing On Demand Assessment

http://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/ela/ellscaffolding/1u4.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HrXup_OOa3K7_arAiDPywVK_YFi7WGggbfwRXAdzVsU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nFcHIE9j-8B119OaTklZk0yTl5PBQ3io?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EMq2o2kVUnXBeiXFJkw2yBs3xVQ6Park?usp=sharing
https://readingandwritingproject.org/resources/assessments/running-records
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nn2nySBRY1Lu3rdcILNsd3DJ1iAG903I/view?usp=sharing


● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma
Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Project Read Manuals & Resources
● Units of Study Online Resources
● Florham Park ELA PD Sharing Website

Suggestions for Differentiation Mentor Texts
● Assessment If/Then Guide
● Cumulative Review Lessons
● Small Groups to Support Phonics - Grades K-1 by Lucy Calkins, Emma

Coufal Bemowski, Rebecca Cronin, Christine Holley, Laurie Pessah &
Sarah Picard Taylor

● Integrated accommodations and modifications for special
education students, English language learners,  students at
risk of school failure, gifted and talented students and
students with 504 plans

● Ish by Peter Reynolds
● Beautiful Oops by Barney Saltzberg
● “Butterfly”
● “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”
● “Baa, Baa Black Sheep”
● “Ian, Super Skater”
● “The Vulture”
● I’m in Charge of Celebrations by Bird Baylor
● Oh, the Places You’ll Go by Dr. Seuss
● Courage by Bernard Waber

Interdisciplinary Connections Technology Integration
 ●  Engage in  Songs to Help Kids Remember Phonics Principles & Rules
 ●  Interactive Writing -Co-Create Charts Outlining New Skills, Signs &  Edit
Writing Pieces
 ● Independent Reading & Writing
 ● Partner Reading & Writing
● Shared Reading Experiences: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in
Social Studies, Science, The Arts, and Mathematics
 ● Word Hunts: Utilize Texts that Align with Topics Explored in Social Studies,
Science, The Arts, and Mathematics

 ● Google Slides Digital Blending Board Templates
 ● Google Slides Digital Sound Cards
 ● Jamboard Templates
 ● Snap Word Review Games
 ● Seesaw Capital Letters Lesson Video for Rasheed (Digital Portfolio Entry)
 
 
 

Media Literacy Integration
Global Perspectives

http://www.heinemann.com/myOnlineResources/default.aspx
https://sites.google.com/a/fpks.org/curriculum-and-instruction-teachers/pd-sharing-folder/ela-pd
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J92k7Dn51hm5Y2zNUwV2bbcjMRBA4AkN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1McBvImyy0J1zWUImkXqHDUTXTGPnTAHH/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wJLHdjzj9_VQevaM2dMkSRDpIWpb-6q7N5rfa349-sY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zfb7czztyw9ZOMLYd8lbSZTPzABQSJd2?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QblkwgbK61fkDOiIDJC88gf1IoTdjVvi?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1X-gbJDdBdn4SYMcKyC3U6lYUrfVGj2DM?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1d1eI0QHd3k-Zrv2294bOlEtrxk5gKeVY?usp=sharing
https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_activity?share_token=PGjliyYwSD6SgjK8dBr1ug&prompt_id=prompt.5311c4da-d36b-445e-9c95-327cec8aa55e


● Use multiple forms of print media (including books,
illustrations/photographs/artwork, video clips, commercials, podcasts,
audiobooks, newspapers, magazines & signs)

● Using Environmental Print as a Spell Resource
● Creating Signs for the School
● “Bossy R” Music Video Dance Party
● Teaching About Capital Letters Digital Portfolio Explanations
● Practice Reading Skills

● National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month
● National Disability Employment Awareness Month
● National Italian American Heritage Month
● Week of Respect
● Red Ribbon Week
● International Dot Day (September 16)

21st Century Themes (as applies to content area): Integration of 21st Century Skills

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Civic Literacy
Health Literacy
Social Justice Literacy

Bend Teaching Points
Bend I:  Studying
Bloopers to Learn From
Them
Session 1: Studying Bloopers with
R-Controlled Vowels (Part 1) Part I: Studying Bloopers with R-Controlled Vowels (Unit 5, pg. 2)

Connection:  Let students know that the class mascot has been worried about mistakes in his
writing.  Use this as a way to convey that everyone makes mistakes, and they can share and learn
from them.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you want to learn from your bloopers-and that’s what
good learners do- it’s important to not be embarrassed about them, but instead, to share them with
others and to look at them yourself.  Then you can think, “Wait, what sort of mess-ups am I making
over and over?  How can I fix them?”
~How to Learn from your Bloopers

1. Find a Blooper



Session 1: Studying Bloopers with
R-Controlled Vowels (Part 2)

2. Think, “How can I fix it?”
3. Fix It Up

Active Engagement/Link:
● Tell kids you found a common mess-up, channeling them to notice a number of words in

which they’ve omitted the r-controlled vowel.  Recruit kids to join you in studying this
common blooper.

● Ask students to write a predictably tricky word with an R- in this instance, first, and use this
to explain a few ways the word-and other words with an R- are commonly spelled.

● Set up students to study some common spelling bloopers in words that include the letter R to
consider what kind of thinking might have led to these mess-ups.  Coach in to help students
notice patterns in the mistakes.

● Ask a few children to share their theories about the mistakes in words with R, and then
explain how R is such a bossy letter that it takes over the vowel sound in lots of words.

Part II: Studying Bloopers with R-Controlled Vowels (Unit 5, pg. 5)

Rug Time:  Set students up to take out their own writing and then study their errors with
R-controlled vowels, asking, “Do I make these same sorts of mess-ups?”  Then push students to look
at other kinds of mess-ups they make.

Share:  Don’t Just Leave a Blooper- Try it Again!
● Recruit students to fix their mistakes.

Extension 2:  A Read-Aloud to Celebrate Risk Taking (Unit 5, pg. 7)
● Do an interactive read-aloud using Ish or Beautiful Oops with students to highlight the

benefits of celebrating mistakes.

Extension 3: Learning New Snap Words (Unit 5, pg. 7)
● over, their, under, want & were
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word



Session 2: Investigating AR, ER and OR
(Part 1)

Session 2: Investigating AR, ER and OR
(Part 2)

Part I: Investigating AR, ER and OR (Unit 5, pg. 9)
Connection:  Remind students that in kindergarten, they called themselves word scientists.  Note
that, as they studied their bloopers in the previous session, they looked like word scientists.  Then
reinforce that everyone makes mistakes, and show them a text blooper of yours.

TP: Today I want to teach you that although some of the mistakes related to R-controlled vowels
involve skipping the vowel, other mistakes happen because it is hard to hear which vowel comes
right before the R.  Knowing a few keywords can help you remember which letter combinations
make which sound.
~How to Spell Words with R-Controlled Vowels

1. Say the Word
2. Listen for the /r/ Sound
3. Think, “Is that word like car, tiger or fork?
4. Use the Keyword on the Chart to Help You Spell It
5. Spell the Word Part by Part

Active Engagement/Link:  Channel students to identify words related to picture cards, then to write
the words on post-its and sort them.  Then ask them to add these words to the chart.

Part II: Investigating AR, ER and OR (Unit 5, pg. 12)

Rug Time:
● Set clubs up to draw and write picture/word cards to exchange with another club.
● Gather clubs back together and have each club swap post-it word cards with another club

and make their own r-controlled chart on whiteboards to sort their words.

Share:  Clubs share their sorts and the class votes on whether they agree with how the club sorted
the words.

Extension 1: Helping Rasheed Fix His Bloopers (Unit 5, pg. 13)



Session 3: Noticing and Stopping
Bloopers that Students Make Over and
Over (Part 1)

Session 3: Noticing and Stopping
Bloopers that Students Make Over and
Over (Part 2)

● Let the class know that Rasheed is ready to share some of his bloopers with them.

Extension 2:  Helping Rasheed Get the Vowel Right (Unit 5, pg. 14)
● Let the class know that Rasheed would like more help with his bloopers, hearing and

spelling -er, -ar and -or in words.

Extension 3:  “Mind Reader” Game (Unit 5, pg. 14)
● Teach students the “Mind Reader” game to give them another opportunity to practice

spelling more -ar, -er and or words.

Part I: Noticing and Stopping Bloopers that Students Make Over and Over (Unit 5, pg. 15)
Connection:  Tell a story about a mistake you made that is recurring and that you keep vowing not
to make again.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when spelling words, it’s important to be aware of the mistakes
you make over and over, so next time you are about to do that same thing- like spelling a word with
an /er/ sound- you think, “This is tricky for me,” and after you try writing the word, you look at it
and think, “Does my spelling look right?”
~ How to Stop Bloopers

1. Write the Word
2. Think, “Does my spelling look right?”
3. Fix It Up If You Need To

Active Engagement/Link:  Channel students to read more R-controlled words, to decide if a word is
a blooper, and to fix up bloopers.

Part II: Noticing and Stopping Bloopers that Students Make Over and Over (Unit 5, pg. 18)

Rug Time:  Set up partnerships to look at writing done by another student and play “Blooper or



Session 4: When /er/ is Not What It
Seems (Part 1)

Not a Blooper”.  If the word is a blooper, coach students to fix it.

Share:  Reread the story as a class and sort the words with the /er/ sound into a chart.

Extension 2:  Studying R-Controlled Vowel Patterns with Poems (Unit 5, pg. 20)
● Provide students with an opportunity to practice identifying and listening for different

R-controlled vowels by doing a shared reading of poems about butterflies.
● Read aloud the poems together, stopping to notice the different R-controlled vowels in the

poem, how they are spelled, and how they sound.  When you get to a word with the /er/
sound, check that students are “fluttering”.

Extension 3: OR Can Also Make the /er/ Sound (Unit 5, pg. 21)
● Explain that OR can also make the /er/ sound.

Part I: When /er/ Is Not What It Seems (Unit 5, pg. 22)
Connection:  Remind students that in the previous session, they pledged to avoid misspelling the /er/
sound- and today, you want to give them a few tips and another chance to practice that tricky work.

TP: Today I want to teach you that if you hear /er/ in the middle of a word, that sound is often
spelled with IR or UR.  Since they sound the same, it can help you to write those words with an IR
or a UR to see which way looks right.
~How to Spell Words with /er/ in the Middle

1. Say the word
2. Listen for the /er/ Sound in the Middle
3. Spell the /er/ Sound with IR & Ur
4. Think, “Which one looks right?”

Active Engagement/Link:  Hold up a picture card and dictate a word that has the /er/ sound in the
middle.  Ask students to spell the word on their whiteboards and coach them to spell it a few ways.



Session 4: When /er/ is Not What It
Seems (Part 2)

Session 5: Investigating How R Changes
Vowel Sounds (Part 1)

Part II: When /er/ Is Not What It Seems (Unit 5, pg. 24)

Rug Time:  Set up students to continue studying picture cards and spelling words on whiteboards in
their rug clubs.

Share: Remind students that writing a word two ways is a strategy they can use during writing
workshop.

Extension 2:  Helping Gerty Fix Her Bloopers (Unit 5, pg. 26)
● Ask students to help correct a piece of student writing, which is full of bloopers.  Remind

children to use their knowledge of R-controlled vowels to fix it.

Extension 3: AR Can Sound Like /er/ Too! (Unit 5, pg. 26)
● Show students that there are still more ways to spell the /er/ sound.

Part I: Investigating How R Changes Vowel Sounds (Unit 5, pg. 28)
Connection:  Tell a story about a friendly troublemaker and compare that person to the consonant
R, which meddles with vowel sounds.

TP: Today I want to teach you that the letter R is a bit like my cousin Charlie.  The R always seems
to cause trouble.  It likes to wiggle its way into the middle of words, and it can cause trouble when
you’re reading or writing.
~How to Read Words with R

1. Study the Word
2. Find the R
3. Think, “How does the R change the vowel?”
4. Read the Word

Active Engagement/Link:  Set up students to practice wiggling the R into a few words and reading
the new words that are made with R sticks.



Session 5: Investigating How R Changes
Vowel Sounds (Part 2)

Session 6: Learning Many Spelling
Patterns for the /air/ Sound (Part 1)

Part II: Investigating How R Changes Vowel Sounds (Unit 5, pg. 30)

Rug Time:  Pass out a word board to each rug club.  Set clubs up to figure out how R wiggles its
way into a word and changes the vowel sound.

Share: Finding Examples of Controlling R in Familiar Nursery Rhymes
● Sing familiar nursery rhymes with students and ask them to watch and listen for words with

an R that changes a vowel sound.

Extension 3: Reading Animal Names with R-Controlled Vowels (Unit 5, pg. 34)
● Take students on a virtual field trip to the zoo, asking them to read animal names with

R-controlled vowels using picture cards.

Part I: Learning Many Spelling Patterns for the /air/ Sound (Unit 5, pg. 35)
Connection:  Tell students that the grown-up truth about word study is that the same sound can be
written with different letters, so spellers need to use their eyes as much as their ears to spell.

TP: Today I want to teach you that there are sounds that can be spelled different ways, like /er/.
The /air/ sound is also spelled many different ways.  To spell well, you’ll need to rely on your eyes as
well as your ears, using them to notice which parts of a word look wrong.
~How to Spell Words with the /air/ Sound

1. Say the word
2. Listen for the /air/ Sound in the Middle
3. Spell the /air/ Sound a Few Ways
4. Think, “Which one looks right?”

Active Engagement/Link:



Session 6: Learning Many Spelling
Patterns for the /air/ Sound (Part 2)

Session 7: Sharing and Learning from
Our Reading Bloopers (Part 1)

● Read “Ian, Super Skater” together containing words with the /air/ sound.  On the second
reading, identify the /air/ words and discuss the different ways the sound can be spelled.

● Remind students that rather than memorize rules, they can practice noticing when a word
does not look right. Then show them some sentences containing words with the /air/ sound
misspelled and help them identify which words are bloopers.

Part II: Learning Many Spelling Patterns for the /air/ Sound (Unit 5, pg. 37)

Rug Time:  Rally kids to try to fix the /air/ spellings in sentences, and coach them to try writing the
/air/ words a few different ways.

Share:  Writing Words, Once, Twice, Three Times
● Invite students to help you spell a word you want to use in your writing.  Ask them to write

the words a few different ways and select the one that looks right.

Extension 1:  Word Magic- Turing a Cat into a Shark (Unit 5, pg. 38)
● Invite students to practice changing a word into another word by adding or changing a

letter.  Repeat this with several words in sequence, leading students to change the word cat
into shark in five moves.

Extension 2: Reading a Riddle with R-Controlled Vowels (Unit 5, pg. 39)
● Channel students to read a riddle with partners to practice identifying and reading words

with R-controlled vowels.  Ask them to highlight and/or underline different R-controlled
vowels.

Part I: Sharing and Learning from Our Reading Bloopers (Unit 5, pg. 40)
Connection:  Compliment the class on the way they are viewing their writing bloopers as helpful
opportunities for learning.  Suggest they think about their reading bloopers in the same way.

TP: Today I want to teach you that just as you can share and learn from your writing bloopers, you
can also share and learn from reading bloopers. The same way you studied your writing bloopers,



Session 7: Sharing and Learning from
Our Reading Bloopers (Part 2)

you can study your reading bloopers and think, “What sort of mess-ups am I making over and
over?  How can I figure out tricky words?”
~How to Read Tricky Words

1. Study the Word
2. Think, “What can I do?”
3. Try a Strategy
4. Think, “Does it make sense?”

Active Engagement/Link:
● Encourage readers to expect and embrace trouble- to solve tricky words instead of just

skipping over them.
● Set up partners to read “The Vulture” to each other and practice handling tricky words.

Part II: Sharing and Learning from Our Reading Bloopers (Unit 5, pg. 42)

Rug Time:  Set up rug clubs to listen to a student reading a pre-recorded text and making some
bloopers.  Distribute copies of the text so students can follow along and circle bloopers.

Share: Bossy R Music Video Dance Party

Bend II: Words You Use
and Confuse:  Snap Word
Bloopers

Session 8: Snap Word Memory Tricks
(Part 1)

Part I: Snap Word Memory Tricks (Unit 5, pg. 47)
Connection: Set students up for a new bend by inviting them to study some snap words they often
mess up.

TP: Today I want to teach you that it’s good to find the words you often mess up and to pay
attention to them. If you keep messing up the same word over and over again, you can try to invent
a way- a trick or little rhyme or story or song- to help you remember how to spell that tricky word.



Session 8: Snap Word Memory Tricks
(Part 2)

Session 9: Isolating the Tricky Parts of
Hard-to-Spell Snap Words (Part 1)

~How to Spell Tricky Words
1. Study the Word
2. Think, “What can I do?”
3. Try a Strategy
4. Think, “Does it make sense?”

Active Engagement/Link:  Display a group of words that have a common feature.  Channel students
to write the words on whiteboards, and then to work with a partner to brainstorm a way to
remember the correct spellings.

Part II: Snap Word Memory Tricks (Unit 5, pg. 49)

Rug Time:  Rally students to develop reminder sayings to help them spell other high-frequency
words with fewer errors.

Share:  A Word Story for Family
● Celebrate the sayings that students generated during rug time.  Then, teach them another

mnemonic device to help them remember how to spell a difficult word.
● family - Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach the word

Extension 3: “Hollyword!” (Unit 5, pg. 52)
● Play the “Hollyword” guessing game using the word wall.  Give students clues about words,

ask them to write their guesses on their whiteboards, and continue giving clues until a
student guesses the word.

Part I: Isolating the Tricky Parts of Hard-to-Spell Snap Words (Unit 5, pg. 53)
Connection:  Tell a story to illustrate the point that there are better ways to remember how to spell
words than to memorize them by rote.

TP: Today I want to teach you that the easiest way to learn a word is to figure out why the word is
spelled as is.  Lots and lots of the spellings up here make perfect sense.  I also want to teach that
spellings that don’t make sense are often tricky in just one little place.



Session 9: Isolating the Tricky Parts of
Hard-to-Spell Snap Words (Part 2)

Session 10: Combining High-Frequency
Words to Make Compound Words
(Part 1)

~How to Find Tricky Snap Words
1. Read a Snap Word
2. Think, “What is the tricky part?”
3. Try a Strategy
4. Write the Word Quickly 3 Times
5. Think, “Does it make sense?”

Active Engagement/Link:  Channel children to categorize more snap words.  For tricky words, ask
them to say which part is the tricky part.

Part II: Isolating the Tricky Parts of Hard-to-Spell Snap Words (Unit 5, pg. 55)

Rug Time:  Rally rug clubs to continue sorting snap words into “Spelled Like It Sounds” and
“Tricky” columns.  Ask them to mark the parts of tricky words that are not spelled as they sound.

Share: Invite each rug club to read one of the words they placed in the “Tricky” column, and to
share the part of the word they highlighted as tricky.  Ask kids to share their ideas about how to
remember the correct spelling.

Extension 1: Learning Two New Snap Words:  Kind and Find (Unit 5, pg. 56)
● kind & find
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Extension 2:  Lighting Up “Not Yet” Words and Making Them into Snap Words (Unit 5, pg. 56)
● Invite students to sort the words from their snap word pouches into “Snap Words” and “Not

Yet”  piles, and to make blooper words with finger lights to make them into snap words.

Part I: Combining High-Frequency Words to Make Compound Words (Unit 5, pg. 58)
Connection: Show students the gift-wrapped package Rasheed has for them and read his note
aloud.



Session 10: Combining High-Frequency
Words to Make Compound Words
(Part 2)

Session 11: Inventing Ways to Remember
Snap Words (Part 1)

TP: Today I want to teach you that writers can put some snap words together to make longer words
when they are writing.
~How to Make Compound Words

1. Put 2 Snap Words Together
2. Think, “Does it make sense?”
3. Write the Word if it Makes Sense

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set partnerships up to practice with additional sets of snap words.
● Coach students to try multiple word combinations.

Part II: Combining High-Frequency Words to Make Compound Words (Unit 5, pg. 60)

Rug Time:  Rally partners to combine additional snap words from kindergarten and first grade to
make more compound words.

Share:  Learning New Snap Words
● what, them, things, walk & ask
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Extension 1: Writing a Letter with Compound Words (Unit 5, pg. 62)
● Rally  the class to participate in interactive writing of a thank-you letter to Rasheed.

Part I: Inventing Ways to Remember Snap Words (Unit 5, pg. 64)
Connection:  Ask students to bring their snap word pouches to the meeting area and sort their
words yet again into words they can read in a snap and words that are still bloopers.

TP: Today I want to teach you that it is important to check yourself to find words that you
kind-of-but-not-really-know.  When you find one of those king-of-but-not-really words, you can
invent all sorts of ways to learn it.



Session 11: Inventing Ways to Remember
Snap Words (Part 2)

~How to Remember Snap Words
1. Trace the Words
2. Rainbow Write
3. Make Up a Wacky Song
4. Build the Word with Snap Cubes
5. Hunt for the Word in Your Books

Active Engagement/Link:
● Tell students that they can invent exciting ways to practice blooper words so that they can

learn these words forever.  Demonstrate an example of tracing words to learn them.
● Recruit students to brainstorm other ways to practice blooper words.  Add students’

suggestions to the “Cool Ways to Learn Words” chart, along with some of your own.

Part II: Inventing Ways to Remember Snap Words (Unit 5, pg. 67)

Rug Time:
● Invite students to practice learning the words in their blooper piles using some of the ways

the class brainstormed.  Suggest they work close to a partner in case they need help.
● Invite students to share tricks for learning snap words by heart.

Share: Celebrating Snap Words by Playing “Snappo”
● Teach students how to play the game “Snappo” like “Bingo” to help them practice snap

words.

Bend III: A Phonics
Project:  Studying
Capitals

Session 12: Studying the Capitalizing of
Experts (Part 1)

Part I: Studying the Capitalizing of Experts (Unit 5, pg. 72)
Connection:  Rally your students by explaining that this bend is about learning more powerful ways
to write, starting with using capital letters correctly.



Session 12: Studying the Capitalizing of
Experts (Part 2)

Session 13: Studying and Fixing Wise
Errors (Part 1)

TP: Today I want to teach you that if you want to learn how to do something- anything- you can
study the work experts do, and then ask, “What are they doing that I could try?” And we’ll do that
by studying capital letters in writing.
~How Writers use Capital Letters

1. Start of Sentences
2. Start of a Name of a Person or Place
3. Start and End of a Letter
4. The word I
5. Start of Dates

Active Engagement/Link:  Point to the postscript on the letter from the principal, illustrating still
more uses of capital letters, and channel students to add them to the list.

Part II: Studying the Capitalizing of Experts (Unit 5, pg. 73)

Rug Time:  Ask children to continue to study capital letters in the books in their book baggies.  Ask
them to mark surprising uses of capitals.

Share:  Ask clubs to share examples of words with capitals.

Extension 1:  Hunting for Capital Letters (Unit 5, pg. 76)
● Set students up to tour the room with a friend, talking about the capital letters they see- and

don’t see.

Part I: Studying and Fixing Wise Errors (Unit 5, pg. 77)
Connection: Celebrate that students have transferred what they learned about capitals across the
day. Point out that they’re off to a great start in learning something new, but it’s just a start.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you learn something new, you can expect that you’ll do



Session 13: Studying and Fixing Wise
Errors (Part 2)

Session 14: Adding Specific Details to
Writing, Including Words with Capitals
(Part 1)

some things right, and some things that aren’t quite right yet.  So, to keep getting better, you can
study and fix up your mistakes!”
~How to Learn Something New

1. Study the Work of Experts
2. Try Doing What Experts Do
3. Expect Errors, Study Them & Fix Them Up
4. Get Feedback from a Teacher or a Friend

Active Engagement/Link: Give each partnership a blooper/not blooper sentence comparison to
study.

Part II: Studying and Fixing Wise Errors (Unit 5, pg. 79)

Rug Time:  Pass out sets of sentence strips with and without bloopers to rug clubs.  Ask students to
sort them into two piles for “blooper” and “not bloopers” and explain their thinking to each other.
Share:  Ask kids to compare and discuss their answers.  As they do this, show the correct answers.

Extension 1: Partner Editing (Unit 5, pg. 81)
● Ask students to reread a page of their own writing and correct any places where they used

capital letters incorrectly.  Then ask them to trade pages with a partner to give each other
feedback.

Extension 2:  Playing “Game On” with Students’ Writing (Unit 5, pg. 81)
● During writing workshop, ask students to play “Game On” with a partner, using their own

writing.

Part I: Adding Specific Details to Writing, Including Words with Capitals (Unit 5, pg. 82)
Connection:  Use a catchy saying to explain that all learning begets more learning.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you learn something new, that learning sets you up for
learning the next thing.  For example, now that you have learned about which kinds of words start



Session 14: Adding Specific Details to
Writing, Including Words with Capitals
(Part 2)

Session 15: Playing Word Games to
Learn More About Capital Letters
(Part 1)

with capital letters, you’re ready to learn that good writing often includes exactly those kinds of
words that need capitals.
~Writers Include Specific Words

1. Names of People
2. Names of Places
3. Dates

Active Engagement/Link:  Ask partners to think about which words Rasheed could change in his
letter so he has more specific names and capital letters.

Part II: Adding Specific Details to Writing, Including Words with Capitals (Unit 5, pg. 84)

Rug Time:  Channel partners to review their writing for capitalization.

Share:  Show an example from student writing swapping a common noun for a capitalized proper
noun to improve the writing.

Extension 1:  Is the Covered Letter a Capital? (Unit 5, pg. 85)
● Offer students another opportunity to practice using capital letters by playing “Is the

Covered Letter a Capital?”

Extension 2:  Learning More Long Snap Words (Unit 5, pg. 85)
● everything, everyone & myself
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Part I: Playing Word Games to Learn More About Capital Letters (Unit 5, pg. 87)
Connection:  Point out that one way to get stronger at something is to play with whatever it is you
are learning.



Session 15: Playing Word Games to
Learn More About Capital Letters
(Part 2)

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you’re trying to get good at something, you can play
around as a way to learn more.
~How to Play to Learn More About Capital Letters

1. Capital Categories
2. How About You?

Active Engagement/Link:
● Add the step “Play to Learn More” to the “How to Learn Something New” anchor chart.
● Introduce games for getting better at using capital letters, beginning with “Capital

Categories.”
● Invite students to articulate reasons for their decisions about capitalization.
● Introduce a second game called “How About You?”
● Set class up for independent practice.

Part II: Playing Word Games to Learn More About Capital Letters (Unit 5, pg. 89)

Rug Time:  Invite partners to choose one game to play.  Coach partnerships as they get started
playing each new game.

Share:  Ask children to plan future times to continue playing and learning with these games.

Extension 1:  Learning New Snap Words to Strengthen Writing (Unit 5, pg. 90)
● after, always & soon
● Use the “Make it a Snap word” anchor chart to teach each word

Extension 3:  Playing “Capital Blooper Count” (Unit 5, pg. 91)
● Teach students how to play “Capital Blooper Count.”



Session 16: Learning to Learn
(Part 1)

Session 16: Learning to Learn
(Part 2)

Part I: Learning to Learn (Unit 5, pg. 92)
Connection:  Prepare students for the first grade graduation they will have in a few days.

TP: Today I want to teach you that when you need to learn something new, you don’t have to wait
around for a teacher.  You can find ways to teach yourself.
~How to Learn Something New

1. Study the Work of Experts
2. Try Doing What Experts Do
3. Expect Errors, Study Them & Fix Them Up
4. Get Feedback from a Teacher or a Friend
5. Play to Learn More

Active Engagement/Link:
● Set up partnerships for learning practice.
● Bring the class back together and repeat the steps of “How to Learn Something New.”

~How to Learn Something New
1. Study the Work of Experts
2. Try Doing What Experts Do
3. Expect Errors, Study Them & Fix Them Up
4. Get Feedback from a Teacher or a Friend
5. Play to Learn More

Part II: Learning to Learn (Unit 5, pg. 94)

Rug Time:  Offer students access to a how-to video and cap-making tools for their learning and
doing.

Share: Call the class together to share learning and final preparation plans with each other.

Extension 1:  Writing a Graduation Invitation - With Proper Capitals (Unit 5, pg. 94)
● Ask the class to help you write and address an invitation to graduation.



Session 17: Teaching to Learn
(Part 1)

Session 17: Teaching to Learn
(Part 2)

Extension 2:  Writing a Graduation Speech (Unit 5, pg. 95)
● Rally students to write short graduation speeches, using all they’ve learned about writing

and capitalization.

Part I: Teaching to Learn (Unit 5, pg. 96)
Connection: Let students know that it’s not only important to share their bloopers, but it’s also
important to share their aha’s.

TP: Today I want to teach you that one of the best ways to learn something well is to teach it to
others.  And you can teach something in person, by talking, or you can teach people by making
charts and signs and pictures.
~How to Teach Others

1. Talking
2. Charts
3. Signs
4. Pictures

Active Engagement/Link: Take out some of the things you previously used to teach students about
capital letters.  Tell students they might want to use some of these to teach someone else.

Part II: Teaching to Learn (Unit 5, pg. 99)

Rug Time:   Give each rug club a copy of the “Use Capital Letters for…” chart.  Ask each to
finalize their ideas for what to put on the bulletin board to teach other writers in the school to use
capital letters correctly.

Share: Let students know how excited you are about the way they are taking over their own
learning.  Tell them there are even more things to study during phonics time before first grade is
over for the year.

Skills (Students will be able to…)
● Use capital letters at the start of sentences, for the word I, for dates, and for the names of  people and places.



● Demonstrate knowledge of the use of upper- and lowercase letters of the alphabet.
● Use sound andletter sequence to help spell a word.
● Edit writing, looking for R-controlled vowels and vowelless word bloopers.
● Edit words by checking to see if they look right.
● Use different spelling patterns for the /ər/ sound to write words (-er, -ir, -ur, -or, - ar).
● Use knowledge of letter sound relationships (R-controlled vowels) to  monitor word-solving accuracy.
● Make, recognize, and use common compound words.
● Use known word parts (some are words) to solve unknown larger words.
● Recognize anduse phonograms (-ar, -er, -or) with vowels and R in single syllable words.
● Learn the many sounds that - EAR makes.
● Learn about how R changes vowel sounds.
● Learn the many spelling  patterns for the /air/ sound (- air, -are, -ear, -ere).
● Develop and use strategies for learning high-frequency words.
● Locate and read high-frequency words in continuous texts.
● Read and write approximately 100 high-frequency words.


